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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

Bone fracture healing includes complex and sequence of dynamic events to restore 

the integrity and biomechanical properties of the bone. While most of the fractures heal 

without any problem, healing is sometimes compromised. Two significant fracture healing 

complications are orthopedic implant-associated infections and non-unions/delayed union. 

These can be interrelated causes as well. Implant-associated infection can cause implant 

loosening, and as a result, it can delay the fracture healing process. Herein, we describe 

two different types of sensors that can be used in monitoring biochemical and 

biomechanical processes of fracture healing using X-rays. 

We developed a XELCI (X-ray Excited Luminescence Chemical Imaging) based 

biochemical sensor for monitoring implant-associated infections by decreasing pH due to 

acidic products of bacterial metabolism. High spatial resolution pH mapping of the 

intramedullary canal through bone and tissue was carried out with the XELCI imaging 

technique developed in our lab. Pre-pilot rabbit studies were carried out to monitor the pH 

variations in the intramedullary canal of the rabbit tibia by creating two infected rabbit 

models compared to a sterile control rabbit. We observed a pH drop in the intramedullary 

canal while using the pH-sensitive hydrogel-coated intramedullary rod.  

Moreover, to monitor stiffness and biomechanical properties of the healing bone 

during fracture healing, we developed a biomechanical sensor with hydromechanical 

amplification read via plain radiography. The sensor was mounted on Sawbones tibia 

models (fractured and allograft repaired) and human cadaveric tibia and tested under cyclic 
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loading. The sensor displayed reversible and repeatable behavior with a slope of 0.096 

mm/kg and fluid level noise of 50 to 80 micrometer (equivalent to 5-10 N). 

While both these sensors will address the two major issues in fracture healing 

providing useful insight, they can be improved with future modifications. The proposed 

intramedullary rod design with wells can be machined in stainless steel to be a more robust 

sensor. Moreover, as we carried out this study as a pre-pilot study, we can extend it into a 

full study also combining it with antibiotic treatment in animal models. Chromoionophore 

III can be investigated as a potential dye for monitoring pH as well as other analytes of 

interest at the fracture site.  

The fluidic sensor can be improved by miniaturizing the sensor components and 

designing it to attach to the side of the orthopedic implant plate where there’s more room 

for sensor accommodation. In addition, the sensor can be applied in other types of fractures 

and implant plates as the senor was only studied on tibial implant plates.  

 

.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Bone Fractures or Musculoskeletal injuries and their associated complications have 

become a major health issue worldwide. They are relatively common and different methods 

are available for fracture fixation to stabilize the fractured bone ranging from casts, braces, 

external splinting to intramedullary rods, implant plates and, orthopedic screws etc. Many 

of the fractures are treated nonoperatively, while many fractures require operative 

treatment. In the USA alone, 2 million fracture fixation surgeries occur yearly, yet 

treatments are complex and expensive. Fracture healing/bone repair is the specific 

physiological process that leads to the restoration of skeletal integrity because of several 

complex biochemical and biomechanical changes. While a greater fraction heals normally, 

it is believed that 5-10% of all fracture fixation surgeries are associated with impaired 

healing. Among the several complications associated, nonunion/refracture and fracture-

associated infections are known as major issues. These complications may present 

simultaneously, or one can arise because of the other. Therefore, it is essential and critical 

to study this problem and try to address it by developing appropriate solutions.  

This dissertation describes two major solutions to address two main complications 

associated with fracture fixation: I) fracture-related infection and II) nonunion or refracture 

that can occur due to early weight bearing by hardware. To address the first problem, 

determine the implant associated infections, a pH sensitive dye incorporated sensor was 
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developed. To address the second, a hydro-mechanical sensor with X-ray readout was 

developed to monitor orthopedic plate bending stress during fracture healing.  

1.1 Introduction to orthopedic implant-associated infections 

Orthopedic hardware such as implant plates, screws, intramedullary nails or 

external fixators are commonly used by surgeons to keep the bone fragments in place with 

the correct angle allowing the fractured bones to heal. Introducing these orthopedic 

implants increase the risk of infection (most commonly caused by Staphylococcus aureus 

and Staphylococcus epidermidis). Bacteria can form antibiotic resistant biofilms on the 

implant surfaces leading to prolonged hospitalization, complex revision procedures, and 

sometimes complete failure of the implant which may require secondary surgery for its 

removal, increasing the financial burden and mortality rate.1,2 Implant associated infections 

can be caused by bacterial contamination during surgery, debris from the wounds or 

subsequent adhesion of opportunistic microorganisms on to the implant surface.3  

Orthopedic implant infection can often lead to osteomyelitis (bone infection). 

Chronic osteomyelitis is one of the most challenging type of infections to treat and it can 

arise as a result of open injury, operative procedures or rarely with hematogenous 

seeding.4,5 Osteomyelitis includes an inflammatory process caused by an infecting 

microorganism which leads to bone destruction (Osteolysis).6  Staphylococcus aureus (S. 

aureus) is the most common causative pathogen which is a highly opportunistic species in 

chronic bone infections.7 Osteomyelitis can occur at a specific portion of the bone or can 

spread in several regions such as marrow, cortex, periosteum, and the surrounding soft 
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tissue. It is a heterogeneous disease and considered incurable depending on the persistence 

of bacteria deep in the bone.  Early diagnosis will be challenging as the signs of infection 

may appear in later stages. Thus, Imaging techniques play an important role in diagnosis 

and follow-up.8 These infections can be classified as early postoperative or delayed/ 

chronic depending on the onset of symptoms after implantation. Early postoperative is 

usually acquired during trauma or implant surgery, caused by virulence organisms in 1-2 

weeks and delayed/chronic can occur even after a month (2-10 weeks) due to low virulence 

organisms. Infections can be caused by microbial spread through bloodstream from a 

distant focus of infection (hematogenous) or by direct or lymphogenic spread from adjacent 

infectious focus or penetrating trauma (contiguous).8,9 After around 3 weeks, implants 

often need to be removed to initiate the treatments for infection and a replacement surgery 

for eradication of the infection.10,11 Risk associated with infection, secondary surgeries and 

hospitalization can be prevented by the existence of imaging techniques to monitor and 

locate these infections within the first three weeks.  

We developed a pH sensor for monitoring intramedullary rod associated infections 

(e.g., osteomyelitis) and a novel imaging technique which would allow us to image and 

map pH variations through bone and tissue. With our technique, we can monitor the pH 

changes in the surrounding environment and detect implant associated infections early to 

start the infection eradication treatments avoiding life threatening or costly procedures. Our 

group has previously reported detecting the luminescent signal from the scintillators at one 

wavelength irradiating X-rays at a single location giving rise to 2D image without scanning 

the sample. Next, we improved the technique to non-invasively monitoring pH changes 
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occurring at the surface of a femur implant plate in the live animal models. With these 

studies we showed that the principle works for detecting in vivo surface specific pH on 

implanted devices. This dissertation describes the advancement of pH imaging with an 

intramedullary rod sensor and an improved imaging technique to monitor pH variations 

occur inside the bone cavity. We show we can carry out non-invasive pH imaging and 

mapping through much thicker tissue thicknesses compared to imaging the bone surface in 

rabbit cadaveric models and live rabbit models.   

1.2 Biofilm formation and pH heterogeneity 

 The origination and development of the implant-associated infections will occur 

due to the complex interaction between the host, pathogen, and the orthopedic device. A 

biofilm will be formed by the contact between pathogen and the orthopedic device which 

will affect the host- defense mechanisms. That will be the first step of biofilm formation 

which is described as a cycle with four different phases: 1) attachment, 2) microcolony 

formation 3) biofilm maturation and 4) dispersion.12 During these phases bacteria behave 

differently and represent a biofilm biology which is not evident by isolated planktonic state. 

In the very first step of biofilm formation, free floating individual bacteria make weak 

interactions with the implant surfaces and develop a strong attraction within few minutes. 

Then they transform into microcolonies where they will begin the production of adhesins 

and extracellular matrix compounds for cell attachment. This extracellular polymeric 

substance (EPS) produced by bacteria is known as glycocalyx. It is comprised of 

extracellular polysaccharides, phospholipids, proteins, and DNA.13,14 Once the glycocalyx 
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makes a rigid, organized layer around the cell, it is called a capsule. Eventually it diffuses 

and combine with the surrounding medium and EPS becomes the matrix where the cell is 

embedded. It will be then called as the slime layer which plays an important role during 

biofilm maturation. EPS accounts for significant amount of the biofilm matrix which plays 

major functions such as providing the structure function, maintaining overall biofilm 

health, intracellular bacterial adhesion and cohesion, water retention, and acting as a 

protective barrier against chemical changes. 15 Maturation and remodeling in the next step 

will allow further attachment of bacteria and colony growth. In the final step, a small 

population of bacterial cells as free bacteria or in clumps will be released which can be 

reattached to surfaces downstream.16,17 

  In the matured status of the biofilm, they are resistant to antibiotics and hard to 

eradicate only with antibiotic treatment. The increased antibiotic resistance develops 

because of gradients of oxygen, nutrients, slowed agent diffusion, pH, stress responses, 

gene expression (resistance factors), dormancy, and tolerance. It is believed that 

concentration of any nutrient which is consumed by the biofilm will decrease with respect 

to depth into the biofilm and distance from the nutrient source.18 There will be developed 

zones of decreased metabolism and dormant bacteria due to gradients in nutrients and 

oxygen. Also, bacteria living in proximity in the biofilm will facilitate horizontal gene 

transfer of resistance mechanisms.12 Bacteria can inherit antibiotic resistance generated by 

developing mutations to a specific antibiotic. Therefore, cocktails of antibiotics are more 

suitable for treating a biofilm rather than one antibiotic where there’s a higher probability 

of generating more mutated bacteria.  
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Biofilms have heterogeneous microenvironment with significant variation in 

nutrients, oxygen, pH, as well as bacterial and host cells. There are regions where growth 

and activity are fast as well as slow.  For example, Mc Lean et al report on correlated 

biofilm imaging, transport and metabolism measurements via combined nuclear magnetic 

resonance and confocal microscopy. They show a comparison of a 3D MRI and CLSM 

rendered images for an MR-1 biofilm containing a green fluorescent protein that are 

acquired consecutively.19 MRI and CLSM which were employed on the same sample were 

able to provide complementary structural information. They observed individual bacterial 

colonies situated at varying distances and were able to resolve the 1 and 2 bacterial colonies 

(~400 µm apart) in both MRI and CLSM in vitro. Moreover, the figure below shows a 

series if images showing different imaging techniques carried out on a fractured bone 

treated with implant plate which is suspected to be infected. The nuclear imaging (WBC 

SPECT/CT imaging Figure 1.1 h)   carried out on the fractured implant with an infection 

showed several localized regions surrounding the implant infection.20 In other cases, 

infections are more uniformly distributed over the implant. How infection spread in vivo, 

respond to treatments, and grow back for incomplete treatments is not generally known 

and may depend on the case. XELCI is designed to image pH variations associated with 

localized infection/inflammation regions at the implant surface; the resolution should be 

better than PET/SPECT (typically 1 mm or more) and provide more quantitative 

measurements of the local biochemistry (pH in this dissertation, although it can work with 

other chemical indicators in future).  
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Figure 1.1: Clinical, radiological, surgical, and nuclear imaging features of fracture- 

related infections a) Fistula which is a communication with the bone or implant b) Wound 

breakdown with exposed implant c) Plain radiograph showing  a nonunion with implant 

failure, which is considered an FRI  d) Intraoperative view of an infected nonunion with 

plate breakage e) CT image of a subacute intraosseous FRI after fracture treatment, known 

as Brodie’s abscess f) FDG PET/CT image of an encapsulated sequestrum (piece of dead 

bone which often maintains an FRI) g) Schematic representation of the sequestrum 

surrounded by an abscess together with a sinus tract to the soft tissues and involucrum 

(periosteal bone formation caused by pus accumulation below the periosteum)  of the bone 

h) WBC SPECT/CT image shows a hotspot at the fracture site after plate osteosynthesis 

for the distal tibial fracture i), j ) Dual time point WBC scintigraphy with 99mTc-HMPAO-

labelled autologous leucocytes showing (i) uptake in the early phase (j) increase in intensity 

in the late phase, which is a clear sign of infection20 (Reproduced with the permission from 

Reference 20). 
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Low pH regions are generated in biofilms due to anaerobic fermentation by bacteria 

in low oxygen environments, as well as poor clearance of organic acids such as lactic acid 

and acetic acid.21  Accumulation of these products can lead to reduced pH regions.18 Hunter 

et al have studied the pH heterogeneity of the Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilms (~50 µm) 

using fluorinated derivative of seminaphthorhodafluor-4F 5-(and-6)-carboxylic acid (C-

SNARF-4) dye. pH heterogeneity in both the x,y and x,z planes were observed with regions 

as low as pH 5.6 in the biofilm compared to pH 7 in the bulk fluid. More basic pH values 

were observed at the microcolony in the fluid-biofilm interface while the values near the 

substratum showed much more pH variations. The emissions closest to the substratum 

indicated pH values towards the center of the microcolony were (6.0 ± 0.3), while the 

surrounding areas were (6.3 ± 0.2).22 The figure below of Confocal Laser Scanning 

Microscopy (CLSM) images   shows the spatially distinct pH microenvironments observed 

in different depths (x,y plane) of a Pseudomonas fluorescens microcolony. The pH 

monitoring was carried out by ratio metric imaging of fluorescent mesoporous silica nano 

sensors (47 ±5 mm diameter). These images exhibit large, dense low pH regions closer to 

the substratum, range of acidic pockets (2-5 µm) distributed throughout in the bottom 

layers, or a combination of both large dense clusters surrounded by acidic pockets.23 Thus 

it is clear that pH variations can occur over regions ranging from ~10 µm from in vitro 

imaging, while in vivo nuclear imaging shows biofilm localization can be ~400- 500 µm 

apart.  

Additionally, lower pH due to infection in vivo can be a combination of local pH 

through immune cell activity and osteoclast activity.24,25 The initial inflammatory phase of 
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bone regeneration occurs by stimulating the migration of mesenchymal stem cells, 

fibroblasts, and endothelial cells as well as immune cells such as macrophages driving the 

formation of soft callus. This phase is associated with restricted conditions such as low 

oxygen levels (local tissue hypoxia), low pH and high lactate concentrations.26–28 The 

introduction of biomedical devices to animal body can trigger reactions related to foreign 

bodies which causes low pH conditions.29 Osteoclast activity during a low pH environment 

during infection can cause the production of more osteoclasts. Osteoclasts generally 

contributes to resorption of any small bone particles generated from bone fracture or 

dynamic regeneration of the tissue by producing acids. But in the presence of an implant 

associated infection, there can be a disproportion between activities of osteoclasts vs 

osteoblasts causing bone erosion. Moreover, the changes in mineral composition (presence 

of brushite and uncarbonated apatite) in both cavities and infected bone was reported in a 

study carried out with Raman spectroscopy.30 Konttinen et al observed that the tissue near 

an implant becomes acidic during an infection in clinical studies carried out measuring 

with a micro electrode. They measured acidic pH values (5- 7.5) for patients with aseptic 

loosening ( can be due to undetected infection or inflammation caused by wear particles) 

and septic loosening with pH values closer to 4.4 in the femoral cavity.31     

Luminescence based studies  are reported using optical sensor films with 

fluorescence,32–35 surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy,36 upconversion,37–39 etc. that can 

respond to various stimuli such as pH, temperature, pressure, ions light and humidity.40 

These imaging techniques provide an overview of the chemical measurements, but optical 

scattering of the excitation and emission light through thick tissue restrict the spatial 
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resolution. Thus, prevents the observation of tiny, localized acidic regions during implant 

associated infections or after antibiotic treatments. Therefore, it is required to use of a 

spatially distinct sensor with reference regions to account for spectral distortion and 

detecting multiple analytes. 
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Figure 1.2: Lateral pH distribution within an intact microcolony. A) 2D schematic of 

distribution of the biofilm microcolonies pH gradient in the bottom, middle, and top 

layers. B) Ratiometric CLSM x,y cross-sectional images showing pH gradients within the 

microcolonies of three individual 72h P. fluorescens biofilms (I-III) in the bottom, 

middle, and top layers, respectively. The pH was analyzed ratiometrically based on the 

FITC (sensor) and RITC (reference) images and is expressed as a false-colored rainbow 

spectrum. Scale bars represent 50 µm23 (Reproduced with the permission from Reference 

23). 
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In plain radiography, implant associated infection may display as osteolysis, 

implant loosening, necrotic bone fragment or failure of progression of bone healing 

(nonunion). But first signs of anomalies will not be visible on a plain radiograph until 10-

21 days after onset of osteomyelitis and there should be around 30-50% of loss in bone 

density for radiographs to visualize.41 Furthermore, Computed tomography (CT scan) 

could provide a detailed examination as a three-dimensional assessment of the implant and 

surrounding area. Sometimes CT scan will have limited sensitivity because soft tissue 

changes might not be seen or issues with metal artifacts. At the later stages, a second 

surgery is required to treat the infection, to remove the infected hardware and necrotic 

tissue and bone fragments which will significantly affects the quality of life and function 

as well as healthcare cost. Therefore, functional imaging is more suitable for early detection 

of osteomyelitis before anatomical changes are present. Thus, we introduce XELCI as a 

technique for monitoring implant associated infections through high resolution imaging 

utilizing X-ray as an excitation source and detecting the luminescence red light generated 

by the scintillator particles.     

For pH imaging with XELCI, a specifically coated sensor comprised of two layers 

(pH sensitive gel layer over Gd2O2S: Eu coated orthopedic hardware) is used. We 

hypothesize that the acidic byproducts by bacteria can diffuse into the pH sensitive 

hydrogel layer to indicate pH dependent color changes in the hydrogel layer. Our approach 

will allow us to monitor local pH changes occur on and surrounding of the implant surfaces 

to inform and diagnosis of infections early. Moreover, we can investigate the pH changes 

during infections vs normal healing processes as well as how heterogenic or uniform the 
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pH in those models non-invasively in vivo, dependence of those pH changes under 

different factors (for example environment, time, bone cavity infection or bone surface 

infection, in the presence of vancomycin). Also, we should be able to identify signs of an 

infection from the inflammation associated with injury and surgery by monitoring the 

changes periodically. Additionally, XELCI and the specifically coated pH repotting sensor 

can be utilized in follow the pH variations after treatments for infection eradication, As 

discussed in the Chapter 3 of this dissertation, we were able to achieve ~500 µm of spatial 

resolution through 1 cm of tissue for a line target cut with ~100 µm black paper. Thus, we 

can use a thinner pH sensitive hydrogel (~100 µm), to successfully image areas with 

different pH (about 500 µm distance). Although, we could image the different pH 

microenvironments with high spatial resolution, the current images of implant infections 

show a uniformly distributed pH throughout the sensor.  

 

1.3 Light propagation through tissue 

1.3.1 Introduction to light propagation through tissue 

 

 Absorption and scattering properties of light governs its penetration and 

propagation into living tissue.42 The propagation of light in tissue (optical properties) of 

tissue can be described using the some fundamental optical properties such as absorption 

coefficient (µ a), scattering coefficient (µ s), scattering function p (θ,ϕ) where θ is the 

deflection angle of scatter and ϕ is the azimuthal angle of scatter, and associated scattering 

anisotropy (g), reduced scattering coefficient (µ’s = µs (1-g). In the red, scattering is 
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dominated by Mie scattering due to changes in refractive index due to cellular organelles 

(especially nuclei) as well as presence of vasculature and red/white blood cells in blood.43,44 

The mean free path for scattering in tissue, 1/µs, is typically ~100 µm, (i.e. just considering 

scattering and neglecting absorbance, the transmittance of ballistic light is; 𝑇 = ⅇ−𝜇𝑠
∗𝑧) 

where z is depth in tissue. Thus, light behave ballistically (one can focus light) through up 

to a few hundred micrometers of tissue ( ⅇ−𝜇𝑠
∗𝑧). 

To show the effect of scattering, we looked at a text through differently scattering 

milk solutions. As shown in the figure below, a text on a bright screen is viewed through 

100% water, several solutions with different amounts of milk+water, and 100% milk. In a 

clear solution like water, all the light wavelengths will be transmitted depending on the 

refractive index of the medium. As milk is an emulsion of fat globules (spherical diameter 

3-10 µm) and casein micelles (spherical diameter 50- 500 nm) dispersed in an aqueous 

medium, light interacting will lead to scattering and makes the text less visible. With a very 

dilute milk solution in Figure 1.3 b, the text is still visible due to a one scattering event. In 

the presence of a single scattering event, most of the light is transmitted through the 

solution. Figure 1.3 c and d which are with higher milk concentration appeared to be 

attenuating the light than previous case. We can expect several scattering events as there 

are more particles in the solution. If the image contrast is increased, one can still resolve 

the writing through c, although the increased background to signal intensity also decreases 

the signal to noise ratio, and the images are too noisy to resolve individual letters even with 

high contrast through d). In figure 1.3 e, the text through 100% milk solution is not visible, 
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even with high contrast and essentially all the light is scattered (no ballistic photons). At 

this stage, light propagation can be modelled as a stochastic photon diffusion problem.   

 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Photos of text on a computer screen seen through increasingly scattering 

media: a) 100% water; b) 0.5% whole milk + 99.5% water; c) 1% whole milk + 99% 

water; d) 1.5% whole milk + 98.5% water; e) whole milk. 

 

 Figure 1.4 below shows a demonstration of red-light diffusion through tissue by 

shining a red laser light through a finger. As mentioned above, the light propagate through 

tissue can be deflected multiple times form the original direction. After a short distance 

entering the tissue, the direction of each photon will be scrambled, and light propagate 

diffusively in all directions.  The intensity decreases as it spreads out and as the light 

propagate diffusively in all directions. The intensity decreases as it spreads out and as the 

light is absorbed (the large path length from multiple scattering events increases the chance  
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that light is absorbed). The Green’s function for light fluence, Ψ, at a point (ρ, z) given an 

isotropic point source at ρ=0, z=z0 is given by:  

 

Where r1 =sqrt ((z-z0)
2 + ρ 2) 45 

Where µeff = 1/sqrt (3µs’ (µs’+ µa));  

µs’ is the reduced scattering coefficient, µs =(1-g);     

and g= <cos θ>, typically 0.8- 1 for tissue) is the anisotropy function which defines the 

degree of forward scattering. Thus, the light intensity passing falls exponentially with depth 

through tissue due to a combination of absorption and scattering, and the light spreads out 

radially from any point generating a point spread function that depends upon the details of 

the tissue geometry and absorbance, but is typically around the depth of the tissue being 

imaged.46  
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Figure 1.4: Red laser light diffusion through tissue. Red light can pass through the tissue, 

although it is attenuated. Importantly, while the laser starts as a small spot aiming in one 

direction, after passing through the finger, a large area of the finger illuminated 

preventing high resolution imaging of light sources. 

1.3.2 Wavelength dependent light propagation through tissue 

 

Near infrared and red light penetrate through biological tissues more efficiently 

compared to visible light because tissue can scatter and absorb less light at longer 

wavelengths. A window with reasonably deep light penetration is identified at wavelengths 

between 650 nm and 950 nm for optical imaging as the two major absorbers (Hemoglobin 

and water) of visible and infrared light respectively, have their lowest absorption 

coefficients.47,48  

Figures 1.5 and 1.6 below show the absorption coefficient and the reduced 

scattering coefficient for various tissue samples. These spectra summarize a in vivo study 

carried out by Taroni et al. using resolved reflectance spectroscopy. In Figure 1.3, data is 

plotted for two tissue samples of for arm with thinner fat layer vs a thicker fat layer. The 
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significant difference between two spectrums can be explained with the tissue composition 

analysis especially larger fraction of fat. Higher absorption coefficient for thinner arm is 

due to the presence of hemoglobin. The study also reveals that a thick superficial lipid layer 

can drastically mask the optical properties of the underlying tissue.                                                               

 

 

Figure 1.5: Absorption spectra of the forearm of the volunteers with a thinner and a 

thicker fat layer. The superficial fat layer greatly makes the optical properties of the 

underlying tissue.49 (Reproduced with the permission from Reference 49) 

 

 Generally, the line shape of scattering spectra of tissue is decreasing with increasing 

wavelength which can be explained by the Mie theory. For the abdomen which consists of 

majorly of lipid structure, the scattering spectrum has the lowest slope while the arm is 

having the highest slope. These absorption and scattering data can be used in calculating 
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the attenuation of light through tissue. If the penetration depth of the light is given by δ = 

1/ √(3 µa µ’s), (assuming µ’s >>µa) we can calculate the tissue penetration depths at different 

wavelengths for different thicknesses of tissue. The values calculated for 620 nm and 700 

nm wavelengths are as below. As the penetration depth of the values suggests, 620 nm light 

can penetrate more through in larger distances in thick tissue while 700 nm light can 

penetrate more through thinner tissue.  

 

Table 1.1: Tissue penetration depth at different wavelengths for thinner and thicker 

tissue   

 Penetration depth at 620 nm 

(in cm) 

Penetration depth at 700 

nm (in cm) 

Thinner forearm 0.24  0.41 

Thicker forearm 0.49 0.67 
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Figure 1.6 : Typical scattering spectra of the abdomen, the female breast, forearm, and 

forehead.49 (Reproduced with the permission from Reference 49 ). 

    

 

As shown in Figure 1.7 below, the light in different wavelengths (620 nm & 700 

nm) penetrates differently through tissue. The graphs are plotted by using the absorption 

and reduced scattering coefficients reported by Taroni et al for thicker tissue.49 This 

variation of wavelength dependent light penetration can affect while imaging through 

different thicknesses of tissue samples. Light transmittance at both wavelengths decreases 

exponentially while increasing the tissue thickness. 620 nm light is attenuating more 

rapidly compared to 700 nm. According to Uzair et al, the signal attenuation through 

chicken tissue varies exponentially, and we find 1/e penetration depths of (0.62±0.09 cm) 

for 700 nm and (0.49±0.06 cm) for 620 nm which agrees reasonably well with light 

attenuation through thicker tissue. Similarly in vivo Rabbit studies we report in the Chapter 
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3 agrees well with thinner arm penetration depths for the bone surface imaging (for 1 cm 

of thick tissue) providing penetration depths of 0.27 cm for 620 nm and 0.44 cm for 

700nmlight.  This effect is due to the higher effective attenuation coefficient at 620 nm 

than 700 nm.  

To address the issue of spectral distortion, we always accompany the pH sensitive 

sensor region with a reference region in proximity without any pH sensitive film.50 This 

requires that we can distinguish the reference from the sensor, which we can do because 

they are spatially separated and resolvable with our XELCI scanner.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.7: The graph of calculated Transmittance (T) vs Tissue penetration depth (cm). 
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The excitation photon (X-ray photons in XELCI) reaches the sensor and has several 

possible fates due to photoelectric effect (energy is absorbed) and scattering/Compton 

scattering events occur while travelling through the tissue. The X-ray photons that reach 

the pH sensor will excite the scintillator particles to generate visible light in the red region 

(prominent emissions at ~600 nm and ~700 nm). The light that reaches the detector after 

several absorption and scattering events due to chromophores (such as hemoglobin and 

melanin) and filamentous proteins, provide the information to monitor the pH of the 

surrounding environment.51 As both X-rays and red light can travel longer distances 

through tissue XELCI can provide higher spatial resolution in imaging through tissue. 

Tissue can produce fluorescence effect at any instance it absorbs light and tissue 

autofluorescence can severely limit the signal to background ratio.42 The excitation source 

in fluorescence microscopy will be focused on a plane of the specimen. The light beam 

will not only excite the same plane of focus but along the whole path of the excitation beam 

which compromise the 3D resolution since detectors collect all the emission from outside 

the plane of focus.52 However, as we use X-rays which can remain focused for a larger 

distance to excite luminescence one point at a time to determine the pH, high-resolution 

images of pH variations can be achieved point-by-point scanning of the sensor. 
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1.4 Different methods of detecting infection 

The altered chemical microenvironment present within biofilms were studied with 

different techniques. Miniature electrodes were used to study the biofilms and observed 

surface layers of a biofilm are oxygen depleted which makes an anaerobic environment in 

the deeper layers. Due to the local accumulation of  acidic by-products (weak organic acids 

as succinic, butyric and propionic acids)53 may lead to pH differences greater than 1 

between the bulk fluid and the inner biofilm.54 Konttinen et al used a sting electrode to 

measure pH of the surrounding area of a total hip prosthesis of patients with aseptic 

loosening. They observed that the pH of the patient with a well-fixed and broken cup, along 

the acetabular base and acetabular cup were 7.75 and 7.85 respectively. While the pH of 

the femoral cavity of a patient with septic loosening was 4.38 and 5.80 in the femoral stem. 

Also, the lowest value observed from pathological interface tissue or implant surface was 

6.1 ± 0.2.31 Microelectrode based techniques have the disadvantage of spatial resolution 

limitation by the tip size as well as disruption of the biofilm. Vroom et al. measured pH 

gradients within an oral bacterial culture by fluorescence life time imaging using two-

photon excitation microscopy.55 Beveridge and Hunter used seminaphthorhodafluor-4F 5-

(and 6) carboxylic acid (C-SNARF-4), a pH sensitive fluorescent ratiometric probe for pH 

microenvironment analysis of Pseudomonas aeruginosa. They observed values as low as 

pH 5.6 (within the biofilm) to pH 7.0 (bulk fluid).22 This method allows to minimize 

perturbations of the biofilm, and the spatial resolution is only limited by the microscope 

being used. But these free dyes can interact with biofilm components, potentially reducing 

the sensitivity of the images. Hidalgo et al. studied pH microenvironments of Escherichia 
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coli biofilms with ratiometric core-shell silica nanoparticles in combination with confocal 

fluorescence microscopy which allowed nondestructive imaging, as well as independent 

measurement of analyte concentration and reduction of the limitations of free ratiometric 

sensor dyes.56  

As indicated in the Table 1.2, currently available techniques can detect the pH 

adjacent to the orthopedic implants. But none of those techniques were able to image the 

implant surface to indicate the implant surface pH. The current methods provide direct 

evidence of prevailing low pH in the surrounding tissue of the infected orthopedic implants 

and will make the pH of the infected implants more acidic. But none of them could not 

provide quantitative information on pH of the implant surface. In comparison to the 

penetrating, intraoperative pH measurements and the extracting body fluids/synovial fluid 

for pH measurements, XELCI approach allows long term, non-invasive pH monitoring not 

only during infection but also after antibiotic treatments. Early diagnosis of orthopedic 

implant associated infections and identifying the infectious agent can be challenging. The 

crucial step to a successful management is diagnosing early for targeted and long-lasting 

microbial therapy. We fabricated a sensor to insert into the intramedullary canal and map 

pH through bone and tissue via XELCI imaging technique. We believe that with this 

sensor, we would be able to diagnose implant associated infections in its early stages to 

eradicate by treating with antibiotics without a second surgery. XELCI is compared with 

the currently available techniques in Table 1.2 below. 
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Table 1.2: Different methods of monitoring implant associated infections. 

 

  

 

An intramedullary rod pH sensor was developed to study the early diagnosis and 

monitoring of pH changes inside the bone during an infection/osteomyelitis. We fabricated 

the pH-sensitive polymer-coated intramedullary rod sensors and showed that the pH 

decreases during metabolic activity from Staphylococcus aureus biofilms. We 

hypothesized that 1) the pH in the intramedullary canal would decrease during an infection 

inside the bone; and 2) the XELCI imaging system would be able to image these pH 

variations non-invasively in vivo through bone and tissue. Due to the acidic environment 

produced by implant-associated bacteria, pH variation is an excellent analytical 

measurement to detect early infection. pH variations at surrounding tissue were imaged 

and mapped with X-ray Excited Luminescence Chemical Imaging (XELCI), a technique 
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developed in our lab. We have fabricated a pH sensitive intramedullary rod sensor with 

scintillator particle incorporated roughed epoxy layer to monitor implant associated pH 

drop during an infection. 

1.5 Introduction to biomechanical sensor 

One of the consequences of infection is that the bone does not heal, which will 

eventually lead to construct fatigue and failure. In addition to infection, there are other 

reasons that healing occurs slowly or not at all, relating to the initial surgical reduction and 

fixation, necrotic tissue and bone, bone metabolic diseases, patient age dependent healing 

rates (especially age), reinjury, and others. Measuring the state of healing is important for 

informing patient rehabilitation protocols including when weight bearing is safe, and if 

adjunctive therapies are needed. 

To address the early weight bearing and refracture during the fracture healing, a 

hydromechanical sensor was developed to monitor fracture stiffness of tibial orthopedic 

plate read via plain radiography. Currently, fracture healing is clinically monitored and 

managed via imaging studies, serologic markers, clinical examination, and traditional 

timeframes.63 These techniques are subjective and only indirectly estimate the stage of 

healing.64 The lack of quantitative measurements leads to suboptimal care and inhibits clear 

communication in the care team (physicians, patients, physical therapists, and physicians 

treating comorbidities). The need for objective measurements is widely recognized,65,66 for 

example, in a review on non-unions Hak et al. state, “The answer to whether we need a 

better assessment of fracture healing is an unqualified yes.”66  
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In orthopedics, fracture healing is generally considered to be the restoration of 

biomechanical function, especially for measures of alignment, strength, and stiffness. As a 

fracture heals, the fracture callus stiffens and the load to failure increases, with the two 

properties increasing proportionally to each other at early stages.67 Measuring stiffness 

(e.g. deflection or strain for a given load) is suitable for tracking healing and risk of failure 

because it can be measured nondestructively (unlike load-to-failure). For tibial fractures 

repaired using external fixation (pins passing through the skin connected to an external 

plate), the fracture stiffness can be measured by applying force across the bone and 

measuring the resulting pin deflection or plate bending. Several clinical studies on external 

fixation devices found that compared to standard clinical assessment, decisions based on 

mechanical stiffness dramatically decreased refracture rates while also reducing average 

time to hardware removal.67,68  Similarly, in a clinical study of 27 patients with a titanium 

femoral plate instrumented with a strain gauge and wireless telemetry, Seide et al found a 

wide range of healing rates (as measured by decrease in relative elasticity), and strong 

correlations between mechanical and CT analysis of callus healing.69 However, such 

sensors contain complex and sophisticated circuitry for sensing, power, and telemetry and 

have proven difficult to introduce into the market. Researchers have also proposed methods 

to non-invasively measure strain on orthopedic devices using ultrasound,70 implanted 

magnetoelastic wireless electronic devices,71,72 and analysis of vibrations through the 

bone.73,74 However, all of these approaches are at early stages and would require additional 

infrastructure and cost to be clinically translated. The fluidic sensor was attached to the 

orthopedic plate and response (fluid height) was monitored during load cycling. It is 
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convenient for a physician to monitor whether the patient is ready to start weight bearing 

with no complications or without delaying it for unnecessary time. 

 

1.6 Biocompatibility of the materials used 

  Materials used for biomedical applications that are with direct contact to tissues 

need to be safe with no potential adverse effects. Also, they should not involve in harmful 

reactions inside the animal body. In other words, the materials should be able to function 

in specific applications in the presence of an appropriate host response. It indicates that 

biocompatible material may not be entirely inert but still can be used in in vivo 

applications.75 Table 1.3 below shows the key components of the sensors, and we report 

the biocompatibility of the materials used for fabricating them. We provide experimental 

data on the biocompatibility of some of the materials used or data from literature to 

support their usage in vivo.      
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Table 1.3: Sensor components. 

Type of the sensor Chemical components associated with the sensor 

Biochemical 

sensor 

 

 

Intramedullary rod (made of Stainless steel) and implant plate 

sensor (made of Polycarbonate) 

• pH sensitive layer 

Poly acrylamide 

Bromothymol blue 

Unreacted monomers or photo initiator 

• Scintillator layer 

Epoxy/PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane) 

Gd2O2S: Eu micro particles 

 

Biomechanical 

sensor 

 

• Fluidic device (made of Acrylic) 

Cesium Acetate (radiopaque fluid) 

 

 

1.6.1 Intramedullary rod sensor and implant plate sensor 

The biochemical sensors used in this work are of two types: 1) Intramedullary rod 

sensor and 2) Implant plate sensor. The Intramedullary rod is made of stainless steel, 

commonly used in biomedical applications76, and the implant plate is made of 

polycarbonate. Polycarbonate is also widely used as a biomaterial due to its excellent 
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mechanical properties and degrade slowly under physiological conditions. Few of the 

derivatives of the polycarbonates  are even used as biodegradable polymers for use in drug 

delivery and orthopedic applications.77  

As discussed later in this dissertation, we developed a polyacrylamide-based pH 

indicating hydrogel to monitor implant-associated infections in the intramedullary cavity. 

Both rod sensor and implant plate sensors are comprised of two layers, a Bromothymol 

blue incorporated polyacrylamide hydrogel layer over Gd2O2S: Eu particle layer mixed in 

either epoxy or PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane). Two layers are coated on the rod sensor 

while they had layered one over the other in the implant plate sensor. The polyacrylamide 

hydrogels are reported to be widely used in the biomedical field78, drug delivery and 

biosensor fluids.79 Due to its bioinert and hydrophilic properties, it is generally used in 

contact lenses.80,81 The intertwined and separately crosslinked alginate and polyacrylamide 

triggerable tough hydrogels were tested for lumefantrine (antimalarial drug),  in vivo use 

in Yorkshire pig animal models.82 Risbud et al studied a polyacrylamide-Chitosan 

hydrogels for biocompatibility and sustained antibiotic release studies. The hydrogel 

showed no cytotoxic effects on NIH3T3 and HeLa cells in extract concentrations of 10-

40%, but in 60 % of extract concentrations determined by MTT and neutral red assay for 

some degree, and some other studies showed the biocompatibility using human sera.83,84 

Unreacted monomers, pH sensitive dye and photo-initiator have a possibility of leaching 

out from the matrix but concentration is reduced given sufficient UV exposure as the photo-

initiator and monomers react and are consumed. After preparation of the sensors, they were 
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pre-leached, washed several times with water and equilibrated in pH 7.4 buffer before 

implantation to minimize the toxicity that may arise from potential leaching of constituents. 

The scintillator film is prepared by incorporating the particles in either epoxy or 

PDMS. Our group has previously studied the biocompatibility/cytotoxicity of pre leached 

vs non-pre leached scintillator particle incorporated epoxy coatings using fibroblasts L929 

Cells (T192755Z). It indicated that epoxy caused no significant toxicity on the cell 

viability. These observations are comparable with the studies that are reported in the 

literature. Bagheri et al reports a study conducted to experiment cytotoxicity of an epoxy 

composite material for bone fracture plate applications and observed acceptable 

biocompatibility.85 Ali et al. reports a similar study on biocompatibility of carbon fibre-

reinforced epoxy resin bone plates which showed no cytotoxicity based on small animal 

implantation and tissue cultures.86 The scintillator particles in PDMS was able to leach out 

by incubation in  1M sulfuric acid for 5 days.38 In addition, the Gadolinium Oxysulfide 

nanoparticles are widely used in in vivo biomedical imaging such as 1) Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging (MRI), 2) X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) and 3) 

Photoluminescence Imaging. Santelli et al. report on Gd2O2S: Eu nanoparticles 

administered intravenously were almost insoluble in pure water and human plasma and 

tolerated up to 400 mg/kg.87 Moreover, the amount of Gd2O2S: Eu in a epoxy sensor is ~44 

mg/ cm2 less than the recommended dose (0.1 mmol/ kg) of contrast agent in MRI for 

gadolinium chelates.88 
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1.6.2 Hydromechanical sensor  

The biomechanical sensor has two parts to it. The stainless-steel mechanical lever 

and fluidic device made of acrylic. Stainless steel is frequently used in biomedical 

applications, and polyacrylates are a well-known biocompatible material for biomedical 

applications.89 The radiopaque fluid incorporated inside the fluidic device is Cesium 

Acetate (85 Wt%). There is little toxicological information available on Cesium Acetate. 

However, the acute oral toxicities (LD50) for Sodium acetate and Sodium chloride are 3.5 

g/kg and 3.75 g/kg, respectively, while that of Cesium chloride is 1.5 g/kg.90,91 This 

indicates that the cesium segment of the compound is governing the toxicity of the solution. 

In the fluidic sensor itself, a minimal volume of Cesium acetate is accommodating 

(diameter of the fluid reservoir being 7 mm, the volume is ̴ 0.077 cm3). Therefore, the 

corresponding amount of Cesium acetate (0.18 g) that we are working is significantly less 

than the toxicity levels and safe for in vivo use. While developing biomechanical and 

biochemical sensors, we paid close attention to the biocompatibility of the materials used 

for in vivo use. Moreover, we haven’t observed any toxicity caused by the chemical sensors 

for the animals during the studies. We always choose non-toxic materials for every possible 

occasion. But whenever we are limited by the other factors of fabricating the optimized 

sensors, we had to use the materials with minimal reported toxicity, or we have taken 

measures to reduce toxicity before implantation of the sensors (by pre leaching of the 

hydrogels, by sealing the fluidic sensor properly etc).  
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1.7 Introduction to thesis chapters 

This dissertation describes a biochemical sensor and biomechanical sensor for 

monitoring implant associated infections in the intramedullary canal and monitoring 

stiffness of a fractured healing tibia. These studies address the two major compilations in 

the fracture healing process: infections associated with the orthopedic implants and 

nonunion/delayed union. These can be inter-related complications because nonunion of the 

fractures can be resulted in from infection related implant loosening. Additionally, the 

approaches are related in that they both involve implanted sensors and X-rays; however, 

they differ in that the infection sensors use optical indicator dyes and X-ray excited optical 

luminescence while the mechanical sensors use radio dense fluid and X-rays for signal 

detection.  

Chapter 1 Introduces the dissertation and its’ chapters. Chapter 2 discusses the X-

ray Excited luminescence Imaging (XELCI) technique which enables mapping of 

biochemical information of implant associated infection. It discusses the working principle, 

instrumentation, imaging procedure, spatial resolution, and its’ application in chemical 

imaging. Chapter 3 reports the rabbit study on “Non-invasive imaging of chemical changes 

associated with intramedullary canal infections via XELCI”. It shows a detailed description 

of the pH imaging of the intramedullary canal carried out on one control rabbit model and 

two infected rabbit models via XELCI. The study on the fluidic sensor for monitoring 

stiffness of a fractured healing bone is described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 is on the 

conclusion of the two main projects which I focused on my graduate research and future 

work that can be carried out to address the current issues and optimize the sensors. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

HIGH SPATIAL RESOLUTION IMAGING OF IMPLANT-ASSOCIATED 

INFECTIONS WITH XELCI (X-RAY EXCITED LUMINESCENCE CHEMICAL 

IMAGING) 

 

 

2.1 Abstract  

An imaging technique for high resolution optical detection of chemical information 

around implanted medical devices in combination with X-ray excitation is described. We 

describe XELCI as technique to noninvasively image chemical concentrations near the 

surface of implanted medical devices that are coated with chemically reporting surfaces. 

Our chemically responsive surface consists of two layers coated on implantable medical 

device; a pH sensitive layer (Bromothymol blue incorporated hydrogel) which is coated 

over a red-light emitting scintillator (Gd2O2S: Eu) layer for monitoring. A focused X-ray 

beam irradiates a spot on the implant and the red light generated by the scintillator (with 

620 nm and 700 nm peaks) is transmitted through the sensing layer which alters the spectral 

ratio depending on the pH. An image is generated by scanning the X-ray beam across the 

implant and measuring the spectral ratio of light passing through the tissue point-by-point. 

This enables noninvasive, high spatial resolution, low background local pH imaging for 

studying implant associated infection biochemistry.   

Some of the sections of this chapter material are published in the Journal of Visual 

Experiments titled as “High spatial resolution chemical imaging of implant-associated 

infections with X-ray Excited Luminescence Chemical Imaging (XELCI) through tissue” 
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2.2 Introduction 

  

Since the discovery of X-rays in 1895,1,2 biomedical imaging by radiography has 

evolved from diagnosis of fractures and detection of foreign bodies into  more sophisticated 

techniques.3–5 These advanced radiographic imaging techniques are not only limited to 

patient care but also focused on studying the biological functions to address major concerns 

in biomedicine. They are widely applied in detecting and diagnosis of pathologies in 

orthopedic implant-associated infections, non-unions, and related complications. For 

example, CT can be used to find bridging bone which could indicate that the fracture has 

united. Although these techniques are used frequently to acquire structural information of 

the surrounding bone and tissue at the orthopedic implant, they cannot provide biochemical 

information in the specific environment. Thus, we describe a novel technique, X-ray 

excited luminescence chemical imaging (XELCI), for high-resolution imaging of 

biochemical information noninvasively at the implant site. 

Diagnosis of orthopedic implant associated infections is commonly carried out by 

one or combination of different means. Clinical observations (pain, swelling, redness, 

wound discharge etc) suggest the first signs of infection. Later, radiological and laboratory 

experiments are carried out to confirm the failure of progression of bone healing and 

identify the pathogenic organism.6 Nuclear medicinal techniques such as computerized 

tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and radionucleotide methods 

(Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) and Positron Emission 
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Tomography (PET) are in use for better visualization of the infected implant and the 

associated infection. CT and MRI are advantageous in determining bone necrosis and soft 

tissue abnormalities respectively but cause interferences in close distance to the metal 

implants.7 Different X-ray methodologies such as SPECT and PET in combination with 

radioisotope-labeled analytes as in vivo imaging contrast agents are widely utilized for the 

diagnosis of implant-associated osteomyelitis.8 Current applications combine both data 

from CT scanning and labeling data from either SPECT or PET to generate anatomical 

information.9Although one or more of these imaging modalities are used for successful 

detection of infection, they are hardly capable of detecting the infections early and to avoid 

extra medical and surgical expenses. The main purpose of our imaging system is early 

detection of implant-associated infection and to monitor the course of infection during the 

treatment to evaluate the success of the treatments. The figure below shows our imaging 

technique's comparison to other available methods.  
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Figure 2.1: Characteristics of the XELCI imaging System. A) Three key features of 

XELCI. B) Comparison of XELCI imaging to other techniques.  (Reproduced with the 

permission from Reference Rajamanthrilage et al, High Spatial Resolution Chemical 

Imaging of Implant-Associated Infections with X-ray Excited Luminescence Chemical 

Imaging Through Tissue. J. Vis. Exp. (Pending Publication), e64252, In-press (2022)) 

 

Three specific characteristics of our imaging technique are X-ray resolution, 

Implant surface specificity and chemical sensitivity. These characteristics of XELCI can 

be compared with the currently available imaging techniques for imaging orthopedic 

implant related infections. Once irradiated with X-rays, some phosphor particles generate 

near-IR (NIR) light that can travel long distances in tissue. These components (X-rays and 

NIR photons) of electromagnetic radiation are utilized in in vivo biomedical imaging as 

they can propagate through tissue in long distances.10     
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Figure 2.2: Schematic showing principle of XELCI imaging a) Schematic showing 

implant irradiated with focused X-ray beam and luminescence collected for detection; b) 

zoomed-in view of the scintillator and pH-sensitive film coated intramedullary rod 

sensor; c) at low pH caused by infection, intramedullary rod sensor turns from blue to 

yellow, while dye-free reference region is unchanged; d) zoomed-in view of 

intramedullary rod during an infection. (Reproduced with the permission from Reference 

Rajamanthrilage et al, High Spatial Resolution Chemical Imaging of Implant-Associated 

Infections with X-ray Excited Luminescence Chemical Imaging Through Tissue. J. Vis. 

Exp. (Pending Publication), e64252, In-press (2022))  
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XELCI (X-ray Excited Luminescence Chemical Imaging) is a novel imaging 

technique to acquire high spatial resolution chemical information optically near implanted 

medical devices in combination with X-ray excitation.11 This technique involves both an 

implanted probe and a scanner. The probe contains X-ray scintillators that generate visible 

and NIR light when irradiated by X-rays. It has a chemically sensitive layer fabricated over 

the scintillator layer that affects the light intensity or spectrum. Once the implant is 

irradiated by a sequence of narrow, focused X-ray beam, scintillator particles generate 

visible light (620 nm and 700 nm) which passes through the pH sensitive layer modulating 

the luminescence spectrum depending on the pH of the surrounding environment. The 

transmitted light through tissue and bone is collected and the spectral ratio determines pH. 

The focused X-ray beam irradiates a point in the scintillator film, and a pH image is formed 

point-by-point by scanning the beam across the sensor. The chemically sensitive layer 

chosen for this application is Bromothymol Blue which has pH-dependent absorbance at 

600 nm wavelength and almost constant (pH independent) absorbance at 700 nm light 

which overlaps with the scintillator emission (620 nm and 700 nm). Bromothymol Blue or 

Bromocresol green has a pKa value in the pH range we are interested in monitoring implant-

associated infections. During analysis of the pH microenvironment of bacterial biofilm 

with pH-sensitive fluorescent ratiometric dye, pH can vary between 5.6 (within the biofilm) 

and pH 7 (in the surrounding bulk fluid)12. Implanted probe also has a scintillator layer 

without the pH indicating dye which acts as a spatially distinct reference region. Moreover, 

the scintillator particles we use has prominent emissions at ~600 nm and ~700 nm 

wavelengths. The absorbance spectrum of the above dyes overlaps with the emission 
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spectrum of the Gd2O2S:Eu particles. These inorganic scintillator particles undergo 

sequence of steps once irradiated with X-rays to generate light. The particles will first 

absorb the X-rays and generate the primary electron and holes. Secondly, the primary 

electrons and holes will undergo relaxation by producing large number of secondary 

electrons, holes, photons, plasmons, and other electronic excitations. Then the 

thermalization of the low-energy secondary electrons (holes) produces e-h pairs with 

energy roughly in the range of band gap energy. The energy will be then transferred to the 

luminescent centers from the e-h pairs. Finally the luminescent centers will emit light in 

the visible range (red light).13–15 The exciting X-rays and red/NIR luminescence photons 

are utilized in in vivo biomedical imaging as they can propagate through tissue.16–20 

 

2.3 Instrumentation 

 Figure 2.3 below shows a schematic of the XELCI imaging system. Basic 

components of the imaging system are the X-ray excitation source with poly capillary 

optics, one piece acrylic light guide connecting to two photo multiplier tubes, the x, y, and 

z motorized stage (30 x 15 x 6 cm travel, Models: LTS300 and LTS150, Thorlabs Inc., 

Newton, NJ, USA for x and y axis and Motorized Linear Vertical Stage Model AT10-60, 

Motion Control, Smithtown, NY, USA for the z-stage) and the computer connected for 

data acquisition. The X-ray source, x,y,z stage, collection optics (elbow, light guide, PMTs) 

are in the X-ray proof enclosure while the X-ray controller, power source for PMTs,  

function generator connected to the DAQ board and computer are kept outside. The 

interlock at the front door of the enclosure works as an interlock with a push-button 
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normally open switch. If the door isn’t fully closed (interlock switch is open), the X-ray 

source won’t turn on, and it will automatically turn off the X-ray source if it is opened 

during operation. The motors can execute a continuous scan as well as it can be moved to 

any discrete location. The scan speed for y axis is usually 1-5 mm/sec while the step size 

in the x-axis can be chosen from 150 to 2000 µm. The parameters can be chosen depending 

on the required spatial resolution. Even exposure times are confirmed by consistent speed 

throughout a continuous scan. 

While positioning the sample for imaging with XELCI, we use a laser cross head 

connected to polycapillary focusing optics with two intersecting line-shaped laser pointers 

at the 90° angle to align the elbow precisely underneath it. These lasers should be turned 

off prior to starting a scan to eliminate any unwanted light reaching the detector other than 

the light generated by the scintillators. In terms of distance, the user measures distance 

from tip of focusing optics to the top of the sample to be around 5-5.5 cm before initiating 

the experiment. This can be achieved either by raising the X-ray source manually, or by 

moving the stage up and down. For a live animal, or measurement through tissue, the same 

procedure is used, except we put the animal in with under anesthesia and run an isoflurane 

gas tube to ensure it says asleep. We monitor its temperature and pulse periodically and 

add additional bedding and tape to properly position the animal anatomy especially angle, 

and we estimate 5-5.5 cm focal position to be the depth of the implant rather than just using 

the distance to the top surface of the skin. We often take a plain X-ray image or course 

XELCI scan to ensure the correct location. For sensors not covered with tissue, we 

generally decrease the X-ray source current from the maximum of 600 uA at 50 kV to as 
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low as 15 uA to make sure the PMTs do not saturate. The X-ray source and its condition is 

periodically monitored by Clemson university Radiation Safety. The key for X-ray 

controller is only used by XELCI users and it is always kept away to prevent any accidental 

powering on/off. Also, the push button interlock at the front door of the XELCI enclosure 

should be carefully secured before turning on the X-ray. If the interlock isn’t working 

correctly, the user won’t be able to power on the X-ray and it will generate errors. 

Throughout the experiment while the X-ray is on, an orange light is turned to inform 

everyone the radiation source is powered-on. 

The motors can execute a continuous scan as well as it can be move to any discrete 

location. Even exposure times are confirmed by consistent speed throughout a continuous 

scan. Once the focused X-ray beam is irradiated on the X-ray luminescence particles, the 

generated light will pass through the pH sensitive film. Depending on the pH of the film 

the light will be modulated. The tissue will then scatter and absorb part of the transmitted 

light and will increase as the tissue thickness increases. The escaped light from the tissue 

is collected with a one-piece acrylic light guide where a reflective aluminum 90°elbow is 

attached at the beginning. It will ensure the light is collimated as soon as light reaches the 

light guide. We also have attached a long pass blue light filter at the beginning of the elbow 

to ensure that only red light will pass through. The end of the one-piece acrylic light guide 

bifurcates into two streams leading to two different photo multiplier tubes (PMTs) (Model 

P25PC-16, SensTech, Surrey, UK). The PMTs are enclosed in a small light tight metal box 

which is in contact with a Thermoelectric cooler (ElectraCOOL Advanced thermoelectric 

cool plate, Pollock industries, White River, VT, USA) to cool down the PMTs to ~5°C. At 
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the beginning of one of the PMTs, we have attached a long pass filter to only measure 700 

nm light. Therefore, we can calculate the 620 nm and 700 nm light separately. The PMTs 

are setup in photon counting\ mode and it generates transistor-transistor logic (TTL) pulses 

for each photon detected. A national instruments c-DAQ 9171 counts the pulses (saturation 

point 20 million pulses per second) using USB communication. After processing the 

collected data, two separate intensity maps are created. The final image is formed by taking 

a ratio of the signal wavelength intensity (620 nm) to the reference wavelength intensity 

(700 nm). Ratio measurements rather than taking absolute intensity counts will account for 

the variation in tissue thickness and optical collection efficiency.    
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Figure 2.3: A schematic diagram showing parts of the XELCI imaging system. 

(Reproduced with the permission from Reference Rajamanthrilage et al, High Spatial 

Resolution Chemical Imaging of Implant-Associated Infections with X-ray Excited 

Luminescence Chemical Imaging Through Tissue. J. Vis. Exp. (Pending Publication), 

e64252, In-press (2022)) 
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Figure 2.4: A photograph of the XELCI imaging system. (Reproduced with the 

permission from Reference Rajamanthrilage et al, High Spatial Resolution Chemical 

Imaging of Implant-Associated Infections with X-ray Excited Luminescence Chemical 

Imaging Through Tissue. J. Vis. Exp. (Pending Publication), e64252, In-press (2022)) 

 

 LabVIEW graphic based programming language is used for controlling the imaging 

system and a basic flow chart of the operation is shown below. The program is first 

initialized by communicating with the x-y-z axis motorized stage. The x and y axis of the 

stage is moved to the desired original position. A background is recorded before scanning 

the sample to determine the dark counts from any light present in the environment other 

than the sample. The door for the enclosure is closed and X-ray interlock is secured before 

every scan. Once the sample is properly placed on the stage and the scan is ready to begin, 

X-ray source (iMOXS, Institute for Scientific Instruments GmbH, Berlin, Germany) with 

a polycapillary lens (~5 cm focal distance from capillary tip) is turned on at the desired 
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voltage and current. The y-axis is continuously recorded starting from the first row of the 

scan. During the scan, the number of counts per each wavelength of light and time since 

the previous motor position update is recorded. Time is recorded to account for any motor 

speed changes and hence the exposure time. Therefore, each pixel can be normalized to 

counts/second. The y axis motor scan to the end of the current row of the y axis and it 

returns to the starting position. Then the x axis motor increases its position by a step size 

defined by the user and scans the second row of the y axis. This process is cycled until the 

x axis motor reaches the specified width for the x direction. The user can control the scan 

size, motor speed and the motor starting positions. The step size will determine the size of 

the pixels in the final image of the y axis. Data will be processed by simple linear 

interpolation and will plot counts versus position while the motors are moving to the start 

position of the next row. The image will be displayed in real time on the computer screen 

during acquisition so that the user can validate the scan is imaging the area of interest of 

the target.  
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Figure 2.5: LabVIEW control scheme for the XELCI imaging system. (Reproduced with 

the permission from Reference Rajamanthrilage et al, High Spatial Resolution Chemical 

Imaging of Implant-Associated Infections with X-ray Excited Luminescence Chemical 

Imaging Through Tissue. J. Vis. Exp. (Pending Publication), e64252, In-press (2022)) 

 

2.4 Methods 

2.4.1 X-ray Dosage Experiment 

 

To determine the dosage of the X-ray source we have used the gaff chromic paper 

to scan a certain area under the focused X-ray beam. A piece of gaff chromic paper 

(GAFCHROMIC XR-RV3 Comparison Tablet) is placed on the stage as placing any other 

sample and scanned at 250 µm step size, 5 mm/sec scan speed and an area of 0.5 cm* 0.5 
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cm. After the scanning the color of the scanned area was compared to the color chart 

provided with the gaff chromic paper.   

2.4.2 Comparison of XELCI technique with Plain radiography and Knife edge resolution 

experiment  

A line target with four different line widths were laser cut from a piece of black 

cardboard. The line target contains 4 different line widths; 2 mm, 1 mm, 0.5 mm, and 0.2 

mm. It was placed over a scintillator layer. XELCI imaging of the line target was carried 

out through 0 mm, 5 mm, and 10 mm porcine tissue. The 700 nm image is shown in Figure 

6a, d and g.   

 

 To compare the XELCI imaging with plain radiography, three targets (Luck -metal 

target, pH sensitive gels at two different pHs and line target) were placed on a scintillator 

layer. The targets were first imaged with no tissue at 250 µm step size and 1mm/secspeed. 

The X-ray power for the no tissue experiment is 50 kV, 50 µA and the targets were imaged 

at 50 kV and 600 µA through 10 mm porcine tissue. Right after imaging a plain radiograph 

was also acquired on both occasions.  
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2.5 Results and Discussion 

2.5.1 X-ray dosage experiment 

 

 
Figure 2.6: Exposure of gaffchromic paper for measuring X-ray Dose. A) The scanned 

area at 5 mm/sec speed and comparison of the color with the color chart. B) The scanned 

area at 1 mm/sec speed and comparison of the color with the color chart. C) The zoomed 

in view of the few lines of the scanned area.  

 

2.5.2 Spatial Resolution 

To compare the plain radiography vs. XELCI, three different targets were used for 

imaging with plain radiography and XELCI with and without tissue. The “Luck” sign 

(metal target), a line target with four different line widths and pH sensitive hydrogels at 

two different pHs (pH 6.5 and 7.5) were placed on top of a Gd2O2S:Eu particle film. As 
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shown in the figure 6 b) and e), only the metal target can be observed with plain 

radiography while in XELCI, all three targets can be seen with XELCI imaging. Moreover, 

the pH difference between two pH values which are different in one unit can be clearly 

visualized. Also, the line target with 4 different lines widths (Line widths, top to bottom: 

2, 1, 0.5, and 0.2 mm) allowed us to determine the spatial resolution. In the images, the 

dark areas are where the light intensities are lower and bright areas are where the light 

intensities are higher. Figure 5 c) and f) shows that we can image complex writing on the 

metal target with and without tissue via XELCI.     

 
Figure 2.7: Plain radiography vs. functional radiography. (i) Images of three targets 

acquired using a digital camera, (ii) Plain radiography and XELCI imaging. (a) Photo 

with no tissue of the three targets on scintillator film. (b) Plain radiograph of the three 

targets with no tissue. (c) XELCI image of the three targets on scintillator film with no 

tissue. (d) Photo with tissue of the three targets on scintillator film. (e) Plain radiograph 

of the three targets with tissue. (f) XELCI image of the three targets on scintillator film 

with tissue. 
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To determine the spatial resolution of the XELCI imaging technique, we carried 

out a knife-edge resolution experiment. As X-ray has high penetration depth through tissue 

and minimum scattering, the spatial resolution is mainly limited by the width of the X-ray 

beam, with some additional broadening from light scattering and propagation within the 

scintillator film, indicator film and through thick tissue. A line target was prepared by laser 

cutting lines of defined width in a black paper (optically absorbing, 100 µm) and imaged 

with XELCI through tissue and without any tissue covering. The lines had a width of 2 

mm, 1 mm, 0.5 mm, and 0.2 mm. A photograph of the line target placed on the scintillator 

film and the 620 nm intensity XELCI images of the target scanned with and without tissue 

(5 mm and 10 mm thick tissue) are shown in figure 5 along with the intensity plots. We 

can clearly see all the lines in the XELCI images for both with and without tissue. The 

signal is plotted as an intensity plot for the line drawn across the XELCI images in figure 

6 B, E and H. The areas containing the cut-out lines in the paper allowed transmittance of 

optical signal as indicated by the peaks and the area that was covered with black paper did 

not allow the signal to pass (valleys in the intensity plot). To determine the knife edge 

resolution for 20–80% intensity transition, the falling edge of the 2 mm line peak was 

selected (zoomed in, figure 6 C, F, and I). The 20–80% intensity transition occurred over 

~285 (±14.5) µm for without tissue and 475 ± (18) µm or 520± (33.5) µm with tissue. The 

spatial resolution should not vary with or without tissue as it is determined by the X-ray 

beam width and the observed slight difference could be due to positioning of the target as 

it appears to be the case in the XELCI image where the target might not be completely flat 

on the scintillator film. 
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Figure 2.8: Measuring knife edge resolution with XELCI images of a line target with 

700 nm light channel and light intensity profiles across the targets and zoom in profile at 

the edge of the 2 mm wide line. a) Image of 700 nm light through no tissue. b) Light 

intensity profiles across the four line widths with no tissue. c) Light intensity profiles at 

the edge of the 2 mm wide line with no tissue. d) Image of 700 nm light through 5 mm 

tissue. e) Light intensity profiles across the four line widths through 5 mm tissue. f) Line 

profiles at the edge of the 2 mm wide line through 5 mm tissue. g) Image of 700 nm light 

through 10 mm tissue. h) Light intensity profiles across the four line widths through 5 

mm tissue i) Zoom in of profiles at the edge of the 2 mm wide line through 10 mm tissue. 
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XELCI provides high spatial resolution pH imaging/mapping through thick tissue 

according to the above results obtained, mainly governed by the X-ray beam width. As 

described in detail in the introduction, with high spatial resolution imaging in XELCI, we 

can image the pH heterogenic environment in biofilms. Biofilms have highly 

heterogeneous environments with different pH and nutrient concentrations. Also, the 

biofilms can be localized in one place on the implant surface; otherwise, they can be nearby 

along the implant surface (around 400 µm apart).21 In both of cases, we require high-

resolution imaging to identify distinct pH regions. As reported in the literature, these lower 

pH regions can be seen spatially in with gradients up to 2 pH units per 10 µm. 12,22 We can 

also image different, distinct areas in the local environment. It enables us to identify and 

differentiate reference and pH sensitive regions close to each other in vivo, which is 

impossible to obtain with techniques such as fluorescence imaging. The higher spatial 

resolution is achieved by scanning the sensor point-by-point. Even though, the scattering 

light through tissue gives rise to the diffusion of light and spread of the pointed light 

generated. Our group has previously studied how the pointed light diffuses through thick 

tissue by exciting a scintillator film with a focused X- ray source for different exposure 

times through different thickness of tissue. The generated pointed light in the scintillator 

film with full width at half maximum (FWHM) is 0.38 mm while it was 8.57 mm imaged 

through 10 mm tissue. This provides an idea of diffusion of pointed red light source through 

tissue.22 Light will not only diffused by tissue, but scintillator film thickness and sensor 

thickness will also have an effect on the point spread function. By using a thinner 

scintillator film and an X-ray beam with a smaller diameter, we will be able to enhance the 
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spatial resolution more. X-rays have relatively small scattering coefficients through tissue 

(In the range of ~ 0.14 – 0.87 cm-1 depending on the energy of the X-ray, with 5 keV 

photons scattering more than 100 keV photons) and the absorption can slightly reduce the 

signal intensity but doesn’t significantly affect the image resolution. Higher energy X-ray 

photons can absorb and scatter even less.11 We typically run both a low-resolution scan and 

a high-resolution scan. The low-resolution scan is with a larger step size, and high-

resolution scan is with a smaller step size. The time taken for a scan largely depends mainly 

on the step size, speed of the scan, and area of the scan. For example, it takes ~20 minutes 

to scan an area of 15 mm*15 mm for a high-resolution image at a slow scan speed of 1 

mm/sec and at step size of 200 µm. Scanning the same area at lower resolution and faster 

scan speed reduces time (e. g. 1 mm step size and 5 mm/sec speed takes around 1 minute. 

Additional time is needed prior to XELCI scanning to properly set up and position the 

animal or specimen and understating where the implant is located. For animal experiments 

we monitor body temperature to make sure the temperature doesn’t drop too much during 

anesthesia. Heating from X-ray radiation is negligible as the X-ray dose for our scan is 

small. Assuming a   1Gy = 1 J/kg local X-ray dose, and a heat capacity of 3.45 kJ/kg K for 

muscle, 23,24 the maximum temperature increase from radiation absorption would be less 

than a mK 

     𝑄 = 𝑚 𝑐 ∆𝑇    Equation 1  

Q-  heat energy  

m-  mass  

c-  specific heat capacity 

ΔT-  change in temperature  

 

∆𝑇 =
𝑄

𝑚𝑐
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∆𝑇 =
1 𝐽/𝑘𝑔

3450
𝐽

𝑘𝑔𝐾

 

∆𝑇 = 2.9 ∗ 10−4   𝐾 

According to the above calculation, the increase in temperature is negligible. Additionally, 

even this small temperature increase would rapidly dissipate through blood circulation. 

 The PMTs have an active photo cathode diameter of 22 mm, this large area 

facilitates light capture from large diffuse area under the skin. To reduce the dark current 

from thermally induced electron emission, the PMTs are allowed to cool with a cooler 

underneath. We have a one-piece acrylic light guide which bifurcates into two streams 

leading to two different photo multiplier tubes (PMTs) for signal detection. This 

improvement for the system allowed us to enhance the light collection efficiency and thus 

detect signal through bone and tissue. Previously we used XELCI imaging for monitoring 

infections on the surface of the orthopedic implants and we could successfully image pH 

changes11,25,26. We generated high signal/noise images of a modified intramedullary rod 

through about 2 cm of bone and tissue in rabbit tibia. In general, light attenuation by 

scattering and absorption increases exponentially with tissue thickness. There is thus a 

tradeoff between tissue thickness imaged through, X-ray dose/scan time, and spatial 

resolution. 

 

2.6 Conclusions 

 As shown in Figure 1, XELCI has three specific characteristics: X-ray resolution, 

chemical specificity, and implant surface specificity. Those characteristics are comparable 
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to the currently available imaging techniques such as SPECT, PET, MRI, US, etc27–29. 

Although these techniques provide high resolution structural/anatomical information in 

high resolution, we could not map/image chemical changes at an implant surface. XELCI 

combines chemical sensitivity from optical indicator dyes with implant specificity from the 

coating. The spatial resolution from the X-ray provides a unique, low background and 

higher spatial resolution detection/mapping of chemical concentrations at implant surfaces 

through bone and tissue. 

XELCI imaging provides a unique way to study the local chemical environment at 

an implant surface with high spatial resolution for studying infections. In the future, the 

approach can be generalized to monitor other analytes by selecting different indicator dyes. 

It can be applied potentially for other diseases and conditions using injected or implanted 

medical devices coated with scintillator particles and indicator dyes. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

NON-INVASIVE IMAGING OF CHEMICAL CHANGES ASSOCIATED WITH 

INTRAMEDULLARY CANAL INFECTIONS VIA XELCI (X-RAY EXCITED 

LUMINESCENCE CHEMICAL IMAGING) 

3.1 Abstract 

 Implanted medical device-associated infections are a major cause of fixation 

failure. Detection and treatment of these infections remain as a challenge as clinical 

symptoms are often delayed or completely absent till the infection reaches a later stage and 

harder to treat with antibiotics. Once diagnosed early, infections can be treated without 

removal of implants and undergoing a second surgery. Herein, we describe a X-ray Excited 

Luminescence Chemical Imaging (XELCI) based pH sensor for noninvasive detection and 

imaging of changes in local pH with high spatial and pH resolution.  

The sensor is fabricated as a coating on an implant (orthopedic plates, Intramedullary nails, 

etc). It has two layers: a layer of Gd2O2S:Eu scintillators that produces 620 nm and 700 nm 

luminescence upon X-ray irradiation, and a pH-indicating film containing BTB 

(Bromothymol Blue) which covers the scintillators and alters the luminescence spectrum 

in a pH dependent manner. The spectrum escaping through the tissue is measured to 

determine the local pH as a focused X-ray beam irradiates one spot on the implant. The X-

ray beam scans across the sensor surface to generate an image and measures pH point by 

point which enables high spatial resolution, low background measurements of local pH for 

studying implant associated infections. We are interested in detecting pH changes through 
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bone and infections associated with intramedullary nails. These are a type of orthopedic 

implants which are commonly implanted into the medullary cavity of the bone to fix 

comminuted femoral and tibial fractures. They are associated with osteomyelitis. As a 

preliminary study, we have imaged an epoxy-PEG coated stainless-steel rod with two 

distinct pH regions (pH 4 and pH 8) in a reamed rabbit cadaver tibia. We were successfully 

able to image the above pH changes through bone in vitro with XELCI imaging. With the 

results obtained from in vitro studies, we carried out a pre-pilot rabbit study with 

intramedullary rod sensor using three animal models: a control model and two infected 

models (one rabbit with a sensor implanted a pre-grown biofilm and other rabbit infected 

at the time of surgery). The study revealed that with the modified XELCI imaging system, 

we can detect the signal through both bone and tissue. Moreover, we observed no 

significant changes of the pH in the control animal compared to the infected animal models 

where we observed changes of pH in the intramedullary canal.   

 

 

3.2 Introduction 

Implantable medical devices, such as orthopedic plates, intramedullary rods, 

pacemakers, prosthetics, catheters, and many other biomedical devices are an extremely 

important component in the field of medicine, and they have significantly improved the 

quality of life of patients. Out of these implantable medical devices, orthopedic devices are 

increasingly used for fracture fixation, including intramedullary nails, external-fixation 

pins, plates, and screws to restore mobility. But they are linked with increased risk of 
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implant associated infections. For example, Magill et al report that around 50% of the 

nosocomial infections are biomaterial infections associated with indwelling surgical 

devices in the USA.1,2 Intravascular and intraurethral infections are more common than 

infections related to surgical devices and Staphylococcus aureus was found to be the most 

common pathogen associated with implant infections.3,4 But surgical biomaterial 

associated infections are not infrequent and should be treated with prolonged antibiotic 

therapy and multiple invasive procedures. In the United States, about 2 million fracture 

fixation devices are inserted annually and 5- 10% of them lead to implant-associated 

infections.5   

Previously our group studied implanted medical device associated infections by 

implanting modified plate sensors on the surface of the femur of the rabbit models .6–8 The 

sensors were made of layered films of scintillator particles and pH sensitive gel layers. The 

group studied the pH changes occur in normal healing vs an infection. As the infection 

starts to form with biofilm formation, we initially expected the local pH to become acidic.9 

According to the XELCI imaging (color maps of the sensors were more uniform) and pH 

mapping, the pH remained close to in situ pH as in no infection or normal healing. Also, 

the infection studies revealed that pH didn’t drop significantly in the open plate infections 

even though there were clear signs of infection postmortem. But in one of the cavity 

simulation studies showed a very small drop in the pH during an infection.  Our group 

observed a delayed restoration of the pH in one of the cavity simulation studies on the bone 

surface.8 We can expect a bone cavity to be in even lower pH than the surface as we are 

comparing a closed system vs an open system in vivo. Slow perfusion and diffusion rates 
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are expected in the cavity due to slower fluid exchange. Moreover, Konttinen et al report 

pH measured in the femoral cavity and femoral stem of a patient with septic loosening to 

be 4.38 and 5.80 in a study carried out by observing both aseptic and septic patients.10,11 

As the results from infection studies on the bone surface contradict the results from clinical 

studies, we were curious to investigate the intramedullary canal to see whether it behaves 

differently in a more closed, poorly perfused environment.9,10  

Intramedullary rods are an important category of orthopedic devices which are 

forced into the intramedullary canal to align the bone fragments in place for fracture 

healing. These devices can be associated with infections/osteomyelitis resulting in local 

acidosis caused by bacterial by products. Local acidosis/low extracellular pH inside the 

bone cavity also can influence the immune cell activity and osteoclast activity.12–15 

Moreover, in case of an implant associated infection inside bone are very complex as both 

local bone cells and the infecting pathogen can modify the immune response. Osteoclasts 

and osteoblasts are involved in constant remodeling of bone and adapting to the changes 

of mechanical loading. Osteoclasts degrade damaged bone by degrading mineralized bone 

by producing acids while osteoblasts’ primary function is bone formation.16 During 

bacterial bone infection, it is evident that osteolysis in osteomyelitis is majorly due to 

immune system because of increased osteoclast activity and decreased osteoblast activity. 

Staphylococcus aureus biofilm-conditioned media inhibited the bone formation and 

upregulation of RANKL (receptor activator NF kappa B ligand) caused the increased bone 

resorption.17        
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We describe an intramedullary rod sensor prepared by conformally coating a 

stainless-steel rod with scintillator layer and pH sensitive polymer hydrogel in combination 

with XELCI to monitor decrease in pH through both bone and tissue. pH microelectrode, 

fluorescent pH indicators, and MRI etc. are few other techniques that are used for 

monitoring pH changes at orthopedic implants, and they are summarized in the in the 

Chapter 1: Introduction. 18–21 XELCI will be efficient and advantageous in reporting 

chemical information at the infection site.7,22 As X-ray has a low attenuation as well as the 

IR and near IR light generated by Gd2O2S:Eu particles can pass through larger distances 

through tissue, XELCI can provide high resolution, low background pH mapping through 

tissue.23–26 By fabricating the novel sensor on the intramedullary rod, and other 

optimizations to the XELCI imaging system, the intramedullary cavity pH was mapped in 

the control rabbit as well as two infection models of the rabbits by infecting prior to the 

surgery and at the time of surgery.  

 

3.3 In vitro imaging (Rabbit cadaver) of pH through tissue and bone 

This experiment was designed to study whether the pH variations can be identified 

and mapped through both bone and tissue. As a preliminary study, an intramedullary rod 

sensor was prepared with two distinct pH regions and a reference region to image via 

XELCI.  
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3.3.1 Fabrication of the rod sensor  

Titanium or stainless-steel rods (4 mm diameter) were purchased by McMaster 

Carr. They were cut into smaller pieces (20 mm) length. They were cleaned thoroughly 

washing with Alconox and distilled water.  

The Gd2O2S: Eu (8 µm) luminescence particles were incorporated to two part-

epoxy (Loctite) in 4:1 ratio. All the constituents were mixed thoroughly until the particles 

are well incorporated into epoxy. The mixture was then applied on the surface of the rods 

as a conformal coating where thickness of the film would be approximately 1 mm. The 

rods were rolled on sugar crystals to roughen the surface before curing. Then they were 

allowed to cure for 30 minutes to 1 hour. Later the sensor rods were put in a water bath to 

dissolve all the sugar crystals and leaving behind the porous scintillator layer for 15- 30 

minutes. The sensors were then air dried completely. The rods were leached in ethanol 70% 

solution for 1 hour and allowed to air dry.  

The hydrogel solution was prepared by mixing a monomer; Acrylamide (35 wt%), 

the cross-linker Poly(ethyleneglycol) diacrylate average Mn 700 (PEGDA 700) (35 wt%), 

and the UV initiator, 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenyl acetophenone (DMPA) (1wt%), a pH 

indicating dye, Bromothymol Blue (BTB) (0.5 wt%) and DI water. All the chemicals are 

used as received and used by mass. The constituents were dissolved until clear for 30 

minutes- 1 hour in a 360° rotator and with a vortex mixer. The clear solution in an open 

glass vial was kept in a nitrogen environment for 1-2 hours before diluting the mixture. 

The original polymerizable solution was diluted to make a 10% solution with DI water.  
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Then the rod was dip coated three times in the diluted polymer solution by leaving a 

reference region at the top of the rod. Then a small cut was made in middle to make two 

distinct pH regions on the rod. The bottom region was dipped in the pH 5 buffer and the 

top pH sensitive region was incubated in pH 8 region7.   

 

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram showing general steps of fabricating a rod sensor. 

  

 

3.3.2 Preparing the rabbit cadaver for imaging 

The rabbit tibia was reamed with a 6 mm drill bit and the rod sensor was inserted 

into the intramedullary canal. The canal was cleaned with saline to get rid of the small bone 

fragments. The XELCI imaging was carried out through bone at tissue.  

 

3.3.3 Imaging through tissue and bone 

XELCI imaging was carried out through bone at tissue generally at two different 

step sizes. A low-resolution scan was carried out first to identify the region of interest 

(sensor area). After optimizing the area for the scan, a high-resolution imaging was carried 
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out. For a low-resolution scan a step size of 1000 µm with 5 mm/sec was used while for 

the high-resolution scan a step size of 250 µm with 5 mm/sec was used.  

 

 

3.4 Imaging pH through tissue and bone in live Rabbit model 

A rabbit study (10 or 11 days long post-surgery) was carried out to model detecting 

infections in the intramedullary rod. Three New Zealand White rabbits were used for this 

study. They were purchased from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA) and 

acclimated at the Godley Snell Animal Research Facility for at least 10 -14 days prior to 

surgery. One of the rabbits was used as a control rabbit (Rabbit 1). Two rabbits (Rabbit 2 

and Rabbit 3) were used to experiment infection models. An intramedullary rod sensor 

with a biofilm grown before the surgery was inserted into the tibial intramedullary canal of 

Rabbit 2 and Rabbit 3 was infected at the time of the surgery with Staphylococcus aureus 

culture.  

 
A detailed description of the experimental procedure with sensor designing surgery 

and imaging are presented below.  
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3.4.1 Fabrication of the rod sensor  

Fabrication of the intramedullary rod for XELCI imaging has two basic steps: 1) 

Coating the stainless-steel rod with luminescent particles incorporated polymer layer and 

2) Dip coating the polymer coated rod in the pH sensitive gel layer.  

 The luminescence particle incorporated polymer layer was prepared by mixing the 

Gd2O2S: Eu particles (8 µm) with epoxy (Loctite) in 4: 1 ratio and mixed thoroughly with 

until the particles are well incorporated in the polymer mixture with a wooden stick. The 

pre-cut stainless-steel rods (3 mm (diameter)*20 mm (length)) were coated with thin film 

of Gd2O2S: Eu incorporated epoxy. The epoxy coating was roughened with sugar crystals 

by pressing them on the sugar before epoxy cures. The coated rods were allowed to cure 

for 1hour, and sugar particles (Domino granulated sugar) were dissolved by dipping in 

water for 10 minutes. Once they are completely dried in the air, they were dipped in ethanol 

(70%) and leached for 1 hour. Again, the scintillator layer coated rods were allowed to air 

dry. Then, the epoxy layer was sectioned to create a reference and a sensing layer on the 

rod. (Shorter, top region as the reference region and longer, bottom region as the 

sensing/pH region). After air drying completely, the rods were dip coated (only the bottom 

region) in the pH sensitive Acrylamide-PEG polymeric solution in the glove box.  

The hydrogel solution was prepared by mixing a monomer; Acrylamide (35 wt%), 

the cross-linker Poly(ethyleneglycol) diacrylate average Mn 700 (PEGDA 700) (35 wt%), 

and the UV initiator, 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenyl acetophenone (DMPA) (1wt%), a pH 

indicating dye, Bromothymol Blue (BTB) (0.5 wt%) and DI water. All the chemicals are 

used as received and used by mass. The constituents were dissolved until clear for 30 
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minutes- 1 hour in a 360° rotator and with a vortex mixer. The clear solution in an open 

glass vial was kept in a nitrogen environment for 1-2 hours before diluting the mixture. 

The original polymerizable solution was diluted to make a 10% solution with DI water.  

The rods were coated with polymeric solution by dip coating 3 times and curing 

under UV for 1 minute in between each dip coating and after dip coating the last layer, it 

was cured for 3 minutes.  

 

 

3.4.2 Fabrication of the plate sensor 

Plate sensors were used as a control on the rabbit femur to detect any pH changes 

occurring. These implant plates are used in previous rabbit experiments to monitor implant 

associated infections on the surface of the bone. The implant plate is machined of acrylic 

and has 4 chambers. Two of the small chambers are for reference and two larger chambers 

will be incorporated with pH sensing sensors. The bottom most layer is a thin film made 

of luminescence particle incorporated polymeric material.  

Polydimethylsiloxane mixture was made by mixing the SYLGARD 184 Silicone 

Elastomer Base and SYLGARD 184 Silicone Elastomer in 10:1 ratio. Gadolinium 

Oxysulfide (Gd2O2S: Eu) luminescence particles (8 µm) particles were encapsulated in 

PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane) in 4:1 ratio and mixed well to incorporate microparticles 

fully in the polymer material. Then the thin film was made using a spacer made from 

transparency film. A transparency film with a rectangular hole in middle was cut and glued 

on to a microscope slide. The scintillator particle film was spread evenly with a spatula to 
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obtain the thin film. These films were cured in the oven at 100 ℃ for 10-15 minutes and 

they were cut into required shape for the experiment.  

Polyacrylamide-polyethylene glycol hydrogel pH sensing film was made by mixing 

a monomer; Acrylamide (35 wt%), the cross-linker Poly(ethyleneglycol) diacrylate 

average Mn 700 (PEGDA 700) (35 wt%), and the UV initiator, 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenyl 

acetophenone (DMPA) (1wt%), a pH indicating dye, Bromothymol Blue (BTB) (0.5 wt%) 

and DI water. All the chemicals are used as received and used by mass. The constituents 

were dissolved until clear for 30 minutes- 1hour in a 360° rotator and with a vortex mixer. 

The clear solution in an open glass vial was kept in a nitrogen environment for 1-2 hours 

before polymerizing in the reaction cell where a silicone spacer sandwiched between two 

glass slides. The gels were polymerized entirely inside a glove box for 10-12 minutes under 

a nitrogen environment. After polymerization the hydrogels were cut as required to use in 

the experiment.  

Once all the necessary layers are ready and synthesized, they were assembled in the 

acrylic implant plate sensor. Two small chambers were layered only with scintillator films 

and the big chambers were assembled with both layers; the pH sensing hydrogel layer was 

equilibrated in PBS pH 7.4 buffer solution over the scintillator film (see Figure 3.2).  
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Figure 3.2: A photo of the plate sensor to implant on the surface of the femur. 

 

3.4.3 Growing bacteria on the rod sensor 

 A fresh culture of Staphylococcus aureus 1945 (ATCC 25923) was prepared by 

taking one colony from a TSA plate streaked within one week to inoculate 5 ml of sterile 

Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB). The bacterial culture was shaken at 37 ℃ for 16-18 hrs, until 

stationary phase. The culture was pelleted from the TSB via centrifugation and washed 

twice with Phosphate Buffer Solution (PBS) and the pellet was resuspended in 5 ml of 

sterile PBS. Bacterial concentration was quantify using optical density at 600 nm using the 

linear range. Then the sample was diluted to 105 cells/mL using sterile PBS. The Tryptic 

Soy Agar (TSA) was sterilized by autoclaving and then cooled by mixing until the 

temperature reached 45 ℃. The TSA was inoculated by bacteria. The diluted bacterial 

culture (100 µL) was pipetted onto the surface of the implantable sensor. The implants 

were first sterilized by immersing in 70% etanol solution for 5 minutes and stored in the 
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sterile PBS. Another 100 µL of uninoculated TSA was pipetted over another implant as a 

control. An additional 100 µL of uninoculated TSA over the implantable sensor before it 

was inoculated at 37 ℃ for 48 hours prior to implantation. 

 

3.4.4 Sensor insertion and rabbit surgery 

Dr. John Parrish performed this rabbit surgery in the Godley Snell Research Center.  

 

The control experiment was conducted in Rabbit 1. After induction of anesthesia, 

Rabbit 1 was placed in a right lateral position and final aseptic preparation was 

accomplished. A lateral approach was performed to the mid shaft of left femur and the 

implant plate was applied. Sterile glue was applied to anterior surface and incision was 

closed with 4-0 Vicryl. The rabbit position was changed to dorsal recumbent with the knee 

bent. A second surgery was then performed approach to the anterior tibia by incised skin. 

A 1.8 mm pilot was drilled into the tibial plateau. An X-ray was taken to confirm the 

location. The drilled hole was widened in the cortical by a 4.5 mm then a 6.0 mm bit to 

allow for implant passage. Intramedullary rod sensor was inserted into the reamed tibial 

canal and sterile PBS 7.4 (100 µL) was introduced, (the sensor was gently tapped into the 

place with ortho hammer and elevator). Then the wound was closed by sterile bone wax. 

The tissue wound was closed with 4-0 Vicryl. Both wounds on the femur and tibia were 

sealed with skin glue. A plain radiograph was obtained after the surgery and rabbit was 

allowed to recover. 
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Figure 3.3: Photos and plain radiographs acquired during the surgery of Rabbit 1 A) The 

femur exposed and ready for the implant plate to be placed. B) Preparing the tibia for 

placing the intramedullary rod sensor. C) The plain radiograph obtained after the two 

surgeries showing the rod sensor placed in the tibial intramedullary canal (the plate and 

sensor was further up on the femur, not in view here, but evident in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 for 

Rabbits 2 and 3).  

 

One of the infected model experiments was conducted in Rabbit 2. After induction 

of anesthesia, Rabbit 2 was placed in a right lateral position and final aseptic preparation 

was accomplished. A lateral approach was performed to the mid shaft of left femur and the 

implant plate was applied. Sterile glue was applied to anterior surface and incision was 

closed with 4-0 Vicryl. The rabbit position was changed to dorsal recumbent with the knee 

bent. A second surgery was then performed approach to the anterior tibia by incised skin. 

A 1.8 mm pilot is drilled into the tibial plateau. An X-ray was taken to confirm the location. 

The drilled hole was widened in the cortical by a 4.5 mm then a 6.0 mm bit to allow for 

implant passage. Intramedullary rod sensor with a biofilm of Staphylococcus aureus grown 

beforehand the surgery was inserted into the reamed tibial canal. (The sensor was gently 

tapped into the place with ortho hammer and elevator) During insertion of the 

intramedullary rod, the reference region was displaced from the original position, and it is 
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visible on the plain radiograph shown on the figure below. Then the wound was closed by 

sterile bone wax. The tissue wound was closed with 4-0 Vicryl. Both wounds on the femur 

and tibia were sealed with skin glue. After that the rabbit was allowed to recover.  

 

Figure 3.4: Photos and plain radiographs acquired during the surgery of Rabbit 2 A) The 

femur exposed and implant plate glued to the femur. B) Localization of the 

intramedullary rod sensor with a biofilm grown in the proximal tibia. C) The plain 

radiograph obtained after implant implantation. 

 

The second infected model experiments were conducted in Rabbit 3. After 

induction of anesthesia, Rabbit 3 was placed in a right lateral position and final aseptic 

preparation was accomplished. A lateral approach was performed to the mid shaft of left 

femur and the implant plate was applied. Sterile glue was applied to anterior surface and 

incision was closed with 4-0 Vicryl. The rabbit position was changed to dorsal recumbent 

with the knee bent. A second surgery was then performed approach to the anterior tibia by 

incised skin. A 1.8 mm pilot is drilled into the tibial plateau. An X-ray was taken to confirm 

the location. The drilled hole was widened in the cortical by a 4.5 mm then a 6.0 mm bit to 

allow for implant passage. Intramedullary rod sensor was inserted into the reamed tibial 

canal. (The sensor was gently tapped into the place with ortho hammer and elevator) An 
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inoculation of Staphylococcus aureus (100 µL) was introduced into the intramedullary 

canal. Then the wound was closed by sterile bone wax. The tissue wound was closed with 

4-0 Vicryl. Both wounds on the femur and tibia were sealed with skin glue. Then the rabbit 

was allowed to recover, and imaging was performed periodically. 

 

 

   

      

 

 

                          

                              

 

 

3.4.5 Imaging through bone and tissue 

Rabbits were imaged via XELCI at two step sizes (1000 µm and 250 µm) to obtain 

rapid low-resolution and high-resolution but slower scans of the sensor, respectively. The 

X-ray source voltage was set to 50 kV and current to 600 µA. Speed for y-axis travel is 5 

mm/sec and return velocity was at 12 mm/sec. The scan area depends on the positioning 

of the rabbit on the stage.  

 

Femur 

Tibia 

(C) (B) (A) 

Figure 3.5: Photos and plain radiographs acquired during the surgery of Rabbit 3. A) The 

femur exposed for the implant plate to glue and showing the tissue thickness of the flap of 

tissue over the femur. B) Drilling the tibia for inserting the intramedullary rod sensor. C) The 

plain radiograph obtained after the two surgeries 
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3.4.6 Postmortem studies and pH reversibility studies 

 After euthanasia of the animal, the pH of the surrounding environment of the 

sensors were checked with pH papers. Moreover, the pH chambers, surface of the sensors 

were also checked. After explaining the sensors, the hydrogel pieces were put in higher 

and lower pH buffers to monitor the reversibility of the sensors. Photos were taken at each 

buffer solution after equilibration.  

 

3.4.7 Calibration curve for the rod sensor through tissue 

The rod sensors were prepared as described previously and they were incubated at 

different pHs ranging from 4-8 for 2 hours. Then the rods were imaged with tissue and no 

tissue to obtain the calibration curve for both high- and low-resolution scans. 

3.4.8 Calibration curve for the plate sensor through tissue 

 The gel sensors used for animal studies were utilized to develop a calibration curve. 

Similar size (5 mm) gel discs were cut using a hole punch, placed in the wells over the 

scintillator particle layer, and incubated in the specific buffer (4-8). The well plate was first 

imaged with no tissue and then imaged through 10 mm porcine tissue for both high- and 

low-resolution scans.  
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3.5 Results and Discussion 

3.5.1 In vitro imaging (Rabbit cadaver) of pH through tissue and bone 

 As intramedullary rods are used to treat long bone fractures, a coated stainless-steel 

rod is used to investigate pH changes during osteomyelitis/bone infection.27,28 To study the 

pH changes occurring due to osteomyelitis inside the intramedullary canal of a tibia, we 

imaged a rod sensor with two distinct pHs. The stainless-steel rod sensor was coated with 

epoxy-PEG pH film and created two pH regions by incubating in two different pHs. It was 

then inserted in the reamed tibia of a rabbit cadaver as a method similar to Odekerken et 

al.29 Figure 3.6 (A) shows the epoxy-PEG pH sensor coated stainless-steel rod and Figure 

5 (B) shows the inserted rod sensor in the reamed rabbit tibia. Once the XELCI imaging 

was carried out on the sensor and analysis of the data we could clearly differentiate the two 

distinct pHs through bone and tissue. Figure 3.7 shows the images of 620 nm, 700 nm, and 

ratio (620 nm/700 nm).  
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Figure 3.6: (A) Stainless steel rod coated with Gd2O2S:Eu incorporated epoxy and pH 

sensitive Acrylamide-PEG gel (B) The coated stainless - steel rod inserted to the drilled 

hole in the rabbit tibia.7 (Reproduced with the permission from Reference 7). 

 The acidic pH region (pH 4) is indicated as a bright signal than the basic pH region 

(pH 8) in the 620 nm image. It can be described due to the stronger absorption of the 

scintillator emission by the pH dye at basic pH. Therefore, the two distinct pH regions and 

the reference region can be clearly imaged through the bone and tissue as shown in the 

Figure 3.7 (A), (B) and (C) with the XELCI imaging.  
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Figure 3.7: XELCI images of the rod sensor in the intramedullary canal. (A) Analyzed 

image for 620 nm wavelength. (B) Analyzed image for 620 nm wavelength. (C) 

Analyzed Ratio image (I620/I700). (D) Plain radiograph of the sensor. (E) Superimposed 

radiograph and XELCI ratio image.7 (Reproduced with the permission from Reference 7). 

 

3.5.2 In vivo imaging (Rabbit studies) of pH through tissue and bone 

Rabbit 1 was chosen as the control model of the experiment without inoculating the 

tibial intramedullary canal. The rod sensor was implanted in the intramedullary canal and 

imaging was carried out for Day 0 through Day 11 until postmortem. Figure 3.8 below 

shows the images of the sensors generated in MATLAB throughout the days. The sensor 

was equilibrated in PBS 7.4 buffer before implantation and the Day 0 before implantation 

image demonstrate that the sensor is in basic pH. The bright yellow area indicates the 

reference region, and the darker blue area indicates the sensing area with a basic pH. The 

signal ratio of the sensing to the reference area remains the same throughout the days. Also, 

the postmortem imaging suggests that the pH of sensing area of rod sensor remains same. 

Also, the plate sensor pH didn’t change significantly throughout the days as expected 

which was implanted on the femur surface of the same leg. 
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Figure 3.8: Ratio images I620/ I700 for Control rabbit (Rabbit 1). A) The XELCI ratio 

images of the rod sensor showing the pH variations throughout the days Day 0 through 

Day 11. B) The XELCI ratio images of the plate sensor showing the pH variations 

throughout the days Day 0 through Day 11.  

  

The first infected model was implanted with a pre-biofilm grown (for 48 hours) rod 

sensor. The Figure 3.9 below shows the ratio (I620/I700) images of the rod sensor and plate 

sensors from Day 0 through Day 11 before implantation and after implantation. After 

analyzing the data and calculating the signal/reference counts ratio indicates that the pH of 

the intramedullary canal drops and reach to a acidic pH and later the acidity reduces 

gradually until Day 11. Figure 3.11 C demonstrates this variation in the pH throughout the 

days.  
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Figure 3.9: Ratio images I620/ I700 for infected-inoculated rabbit (Rabbit 2). A) The 

XELCI ratio images of the rod sensor showing the pH variations throughout the days Day 

0 through Day 10. B) The XELCI ratio images of the plate sensor showing the pH 

variations throughout the days Day 0 through Day 10. 

 The second infection study was carried out by inoculating the tibial intramedullary 

canal at the time of the surgery. Once the sensor is implanted and infected with 

Staphylococcus aureus inoculum, the imaging was carried out for 10 days until euthanasia. 

Figure 3.10 below shows the ratio images of the rod sensor and plate sensor for each day 

of the imaging was carried out. According to the calculations done for the Rabbit 3 ratio 

images, it shows the pH of the intramedullary canal reached a basic pH after a day of 

implantation and later the pH became acidic. Also, this variation of the pH changes is 

shown on a graph the pH change (Signal/reference) vs postoperative days in Figure 3.11C. 
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Figure 3.10: Ratio images I620/I700 for rabbit with rod cultured with bacterial prior to 

implantation (Rabbit 3). A) The XELCI ratio images of the rod sensor showing the pH 

variations throughout the days Day 0 through Day 11. B) The XELCI ratio images of the 

plate sensor showing the pH variations throughout the days Day 0 through Day 11.  

 

According to the XELCI images of the implants obtained, we can clearly see a uniform 

color of the pH sensors which indicates a constant pHs in the surrounding pH regions for 

all the plate sensors implanted on the bone surface of the femur. Moreover, a similar case 

was observed for the control rabbit intramedullary rod sensor. We can determine that 

throughout a normal healing cycle, the pH changes at the implants behave the same and 

uniform with no significant difference in pH. Compared to infection studies on Rabbits 2 

and 3, the pH changes are clearly visible in the intramedullary canal. According to the 

acquired images of the rod sensor (Rabbit 2 & 3), the pH variations seem to be evenly 
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distributed throughout the implant surface. We can observe some fine features with 

different color scales; however, the shape of these features appears to be from unevenness 

of the sensor as we make the particle layer porous as is evident in photos of the sensor in 

buffer (Fig 3.11A).  

A calibration curve was developed for the intramedullary rod sensor by imaging the rod 

sensor incubated in different pHs ranging from pH 4 to pH 8. The rods were incubated in 

the buffer solution for an hour and imaging was carried out. XELCI imaging was 

performed on the rods with 10 mm porcine tissue and without tissue. Calibration curves 

are plotted by calculating the signal/reference for the rods at different pHs. Figure 3.11B 

shows the graphs of ratio vs pH for the rods with and without tissue. After analysis of the 

images throughout the imaging days, the pH variations were graphed with respect to the 

days. The pH of the sensor was achieved by comparing the values to the calibration 

curve. As shown in the figure below, the control rabbit exhibits no significant changes in 

the pH during the healing process (~ 7.8). For both the infected models, we observed the 

reduction in the pH throughout the imaging days. Rabbit 2 showed pH variations in (~7.4 

to 5.6) range while Rabbit 3 showed pH variations in (~6.9- 5.8) range.  
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Figure 3.11: Calibration studies for rod sensors A) The rod sensors incubated in different 

pH solutions. B) The graph of ratio (Signal/Reference) vs pH curve for with no tissue and 

with porcine tissue. C) pH change over time for Rabbit 1,2 & 3 (Average ratio 

normalized to sensor region over time for Rabbit 1,2 & 3, and associated pH calculated 

from calibration curve B with no tissue). Error bars calculated from standard deviation of 

pixels in sensor region.  
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As suggested by the data analysis for implant plates during the imaging days, they 

exhibited no significant change in the pH values during healing as expected. The figure 

below (Figure 3.12) shows the calibration curve developed for the gel sensors and it 

indicates the pH of the implant plate varied in the range of ~ 7.4- 6.8. The pH changes for 

all three rabbits are shown in the graph (Figure 3,12 C). These pH values were calculated 

using the with tissue calibration curve presented in the Figure 3.12 B. As illustrated in the 

MATLAB ratio images, the color maps show a difference in the two chambers of the 

implant plate specially for Rabbit 2 indicating a lower pH in the smaller chamber. 

Postmortem, we did observe that the color in the small chamber appeared greener (more 

acidic), which may be due to the agarose layer we put on top of the sensor layer. After the 

euthanasia, the sensors were explanted from the rabbit and pH of the surrounding tissue, 

pH of the recovered gel sensors were checked. The tests suggested the surrounding tissue 

and the gels of Rabbit 1 (control) were remained in basic pH (pH 7.5-7.8) postmortem. 

Figure 3.12 A and B shows the photos of pH observations with the pH strips. The difference 

between the observed color of the indicator film and the pH paper measurement suggests 

that the pH film was measuring a slightly different region (e.g., below the agarose layer).  
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Figure 3.12: Calibration studies for hydrogel sensors on plates and data for plates in 

Rabbit prepilot studies. A) Photo of the gel sensors incubated in different pH solutions. 

B) The XELCI Ratio (Signal/Reference) vs pH with no tissue and with porcine tissue. C) 

pH change over time for Rabbit 1,2 and 3 (Average ratio normalized to sensor region vs 

time for Rabbit 1,2 and 3). 
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It is unclear if the XELCI image was able to observe the change in color from the 

pH indicator. On the one hand, the ratio did look different in Figure 3.9, but on the other 

hand, there is some ambiguity in which reference region to use, and we observe differences 

between the reference for each chamber. Postmortem, we observe more blood over one of 

the reference regions (Figure 3.13) which could account for the differences. If we use the 

closest chamber reference for each camber, to determine the corresponding pH (which 

would be the logical way to avoid tissue dependent spectral distortion), we didn’t see a 

significant variation between chamber pHs. This highlights the need for more reference 

regions in proximity to sample, and controlling the design to make pooling of blood over 

the reference regions less likely. 

 

 

Figure 3.13: Postmortem images of Rabbit 1 after extraction of implant plate. a) Testing 

the pH of the surrounding tissue of the implant plate (i) rubbing the pH test strip on the 

tissue (ii) photo showing the color change of the pH strip. b) Testing the pH of the gels 

embedded in the implant plate (i) implant plate extracted after postmortem (ii) photo 
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showing the color change of the pH strip for big chamber (iii) photo showing the color 

change of the pH strip for small chamber.  

 The pH of the top of the tibia and the surface of the rod sensor were tested 

postmortem with the pH strips and they were also exhibiting basic pHs around pH 7.5-7.8. 

The photos of these observations are shown in the Figure 3.14 below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.14: Testing pH of the fluids of tibial opening and extracted rod sensor from 

Rabbit 1 A) Testing pH of the top of the tibia. B) Testing pH of the surface of the rod 

sensor. C) The pH strip indicating the pH. 

 

 The plate sensors and rod sensors implanted on the Rabbit 2 were also tested for 

pH postmortem. The surrounding tissue of the plate sensor and gel sensors showed basic 

pH varying from pH 7.8 to 8.1 (Figure 3.15 A and B).    

 

(B) (A) (C) 
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Figure 3.15: Postmortem images of Rabbit 2 after extraction of implant plate: a) Testing 

the pH of the surrounding tissue of the implant plate (i) rubbing the pH test strip on the 

tissue (ii) photo showing the color change of the pH strip. b) Testing the surface pH of 

the two chambers (i) explanted implant plate (ii) pH of the big chamber (iii) pH of the 

small chamber. 

 

In the postmortem studies, the signs of infection around tibia such as white color 

pus were observed. The pH of the top of the Rabbit 2 infected tibia and the rod sensor pH 

were slightly acidic than the pH of the plate sensor. As shown in the Figure 3.16 A and B 

the pH of the top of the tibia was around 7.2 while the rod sensor was around 6.9 according 

to the pH strips. 
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Figure 3.16 Testing pH of the fluids of tibial opening and extracted rod sensor from 

Rabbit 2 A) (i) Testing the pH of the tissue on top of tibia (ii) The pH strip showing the 

pH B) (i) Testing the pH of the top of the implant (ii) The pH strip showing the pH C) (i) 

Testing the pH of the implant surface (ii) The pH strip showing the pH      
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The pH was tested of the sensors removed postmortem with pH strips for Rabbit 3 

infected model. The non-infected plate sensors were showing basic pHs in around 7.8- 8.1 

(Figure 3.17).  

 

 

 

Figure 3.17: Postmortem images of Rabbit 3 after extraction of implant plate. A) Testing 

the pH of the surrounding tissue of the implant plate (i) rubbing the pH test strip on the 

tissue (ii) photo showing the color change of the pH strip. A) Photos of testing the pH of 

adjacent fluid using pH indicator paper. 

  

Clear signs of infections were observed postmortem. As shown in the Figure 3.18 A), the 

top of the tibia had a pocket of abscess. The pH of the top of the tibia was showing pH 6.9-

7.2. Also, the rod surface was showing somewhat increase in pH on the pH strip. 
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Figure 3.18 Testing pH of the fluids of tibial opening and extracted rod sensor from 

Rabbit 3. A) (i) Testing the signs of infection/Abscesses (ii) The pH strip showing the 

pH. B) (i)Explanted rod sensor (ii) pH strip showing rod surface pH. 

  

Moreover, the gels sensors recovered from the implant plates on bone surface of 

the rabbits were exhibiting more basic pH postmortem and slightly intense green color as 

the body homeostasis is disturbed. Although the gel sensors were similar in color before 

implantation, the some of the pieces were exhibiting a slightly basic color. That can be due 

to exposure to the higher carbon dioxide concentrations in the air compared to inside the 

body. Those sensors were also exposed to the air as the top agarose layer on the plate 

sensors were damaged or broken while retrieving the sensors cut opening the tissue.    
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As a part of postmortem studies, we have studied the reversibility of the hydrogel 

sensors from the explanted implant plates. As the first step they were equilibrated at the 

PBS (pH 7.4) solution for 30 minutes and then transferred to pH 5 buffer. In around 3-5 

minutes the color of the gel changed to its acidic color. After changing the equilibrated 

hydrogels at pH 5 to PBS, the color change was observed. The basic color was observed 

after 25-30 minutes. Therefore, this study shows that the sensor hydrogel was responsive 

and reversible even after explanting.  Reversibility studies were also carried out on the rod 

sensors. For Rabbit 1, the rod sensor was changing color as expected from pH 7.4 to pH 5, 

But the color of the rod wasn’t fully reversible to the initial color at pH 7.4. Moreover, the 

rod explanted from Rabbit 1& 2 had a layer of tissue which was tightly adhered to the 

Figure 3.19: Reversibility studies for hydrogel pieces from implant plates. (i) The 

sensor incubation in the pH 7.4 buffer for Rabbits 1, 2 and 3. (ii) The sensor 

incubation in the pH 5 buffer for Rabbits 1, 2 and 3. (iii) The sensor incubation again 

in the pH 7.4 buffer for Rabbits 1, 2 and 3 (for each buffer a start and end of the 

sensors are shown).     
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surface of the sensor membrane. Therefore, it was harder to monitor any color changes. 

But the Rabbit 3 rod sensor was exhibiting a very distinct color change at basic and acidic 

pHs. While carrying out the experiment, it was made sure to keep it little longer in the 

specific buffer to equilibrate. After the final step of changing, it to pH 7.4 buffer, the 

sensors were incubated overnight to look for any change in color. But no significant 

difference of the basic color was observed. The color changes were compared to an unused 

neutral rod sensor while taking pictures for Rabbit 3. The figure below shows all the 

compiled photos for the reversibility study. Although it was harder to observe the changes 

for the Rabbit 1 and 2 sensors (due to the tissue adhered to the sensor), a clear color changes 

were observed for changing from pH 7.4 to pH 5 buffer and from pH 5 to pH 7.4 buffer. 

Which confirms the rod sensors were behaving reversible after extraction.  
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Figure 3.20: Reversibility studies for explanted rod sensors (i) The sensor incubation in 

the pH 7.4 buffer for Rabbits 1,2 and 3. (ii) The sensor incubation in the pH 5 buffer for 

Rabbits 1,2 and 3. (iii) The sensor incubation again in the pH 7.4 buffer for Rabbits 1,2 

and 3 (For Rabbit 3, the rod sensors were compared to the initial color of a fabricated 

neutral sensor).     

This pre-pilot rabbit study was carried out using three rabbit models and only one 

animal was used to study each of the hypothesis. As this is a pre-pilot study, the animal use 

protocol (AUP) allowed to use two animals. But one of the previous animals didn’t survive 

until the experiment is over. Therefore, we had to order two more animals to carry out the 

study (rabbits are social animals which should be housed with one or more other rabbits 

for company). Therefore, with minor amendments to the AUP, we decided to test the 

second hypothesis of implanting a sensor with pre-grown a biofilm. Generally, a pilot study 

is carried out to analyze the test procedure's feasibility before the full-scale study. As it is 

the initial step of an entire study, a smaller number of animals will be used.30 We carried 

out this study reflecting all the testing procedures of the main study to validate the 
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feasibility of the experimental methods (performing the surgery, fabricating the sensors, 

bacterial concentration and etc) and imaging procedures. As mentioned previously, this is 

the first study to investigate the ability of using the XELCI imaging for monitoring the pH 

changes associated with implant associated infections through bone and tissue in vivo. We 

could confirm with this study that pH changes associated with implant associated infections 

can be monitored with XELCI imaging providing pH mapping of the local environment. 

 Determining how many animals should be used in an experiment is very important 

as smaller sample size will not provide the real effect occur in an experiment. A larger 

sample size which is larger than necessary will lead to waste of resources and ethical issues 

on the sacrificed animals.31 There are three basic methods that we can use to calculate the 

sample size: 1) Traditional or common sense; 2)  by power analysis; and 3) by Mead’s 

resource equation. Most investigators try to decide sample sizes depending on similar work 

carried out by other experimentalists. By carefully studying the type of the experiment and 

other variables, this seems to be a sensible approach. Power analysis method use six 

variables (some of which requires prior knowledge and information) to carry out the 

calculations: such as 1) Provisional sample size, 2) power (specify 80-90 %) 3) significance 

level 4) sidedness 5) variability/ standard deviation and 6) estimated minimum detectable 

effect size. Once feeding this information in to specific software or using the variables 

manually in an  equation, a researcher can determine the sample size in more 

scientifically.31,32 The resource equation ( E= Total number of animals – Total number of 

groups)  will be useful to determine sample size when the expected standard deviations or 
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expected differences in values between groups are unknown or hard to find. Even though 

this method is easy to use it cannot be considered as scientific as power analysis.32  

 In this pre-pilot rabbit study, we didn’t use a particular sex as our main objective 

was to test experimental procedures (imaging and sensor behavior) and surgery procedures 

can be implemented successfully aiming the subsequent pilot studies. We mainly focused 

on choosing New Zealand White rabbits (easily available and less aggressive) in certain 

weight range (~ 3-4 kg) and from both sex for housing them in the animal facility before 

surgery. Choosing a healthy large animal in this range will allow an experimental model to 

withstand surgical trauma, preventing serious post operative problems and leading to a 

better survival rate. Compared to other species such as primates the rabbits have faster 

skeletal change and bone turnover, and they are commonly used for screening implants 

prior testing in a larger animal.  We also believe that the sex related variables in an animal 

will not significantly affect developing an infection in the intramedullary cavity or on the 

bone surface. Because with this study we didn’t notice any sex dependent changes occur 

in while developing the infections inside the intramedullary cavity. Some investigators 

reported using female sex as it is the biologically stronger sex.33 As we have used both sex 

in the infection model and eventually both the animal developed infections in the 

intramedullary cavity and surrounding area suggests that with the bacterial dose, we have 

inoculated can give rise to an infection locally. Usually, when we carry out the pilot and 

full-scale study, several animals (~10-12) will be used to test the hypothesis in both control 

and test experiments. In full scale studies, we will use at least 5-6 animals in a group as 

control models as well as similar number of animals as the test models (infected studies).     
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3.6 Conclusions and Future work 

 In this pre-pilot rabbit study, we studied the pH changes occur in the tibial 

intramedullary canal during an event of osteomyelitis with a control rabbit model. To 

mimic osteomyelitis in vivo, two approaches were chosen. For one of the models, the tibia 

of left leg was reamed and inoculated with Staphylococcus aureus to develop an infection 

in the intramedullary canal at the time of the surgery while for the other model, a pre-

infected sensor was implanted at the time of the surgery. Previously in the XELCI imaging, 

we only mapped the pH of the surface of the bone. But with this pre-pilot rabbit study, it 

is demonstrated that we were able to detect the pH variations through bone and tissue with 

the modifications to the XELCI imaging system.  

 According to the analysis of acquired XELCI images during the rabbit study, the 

control rabbit with sterile implant remains uninfected during the time of study while the 

two other infected models were showing reduction in the pH varying from 5.5- 7. Although 

the trend of the pH variations was different for each infected model, the acidic environment 

has prevailed until the day of the postmortem. 

 The postmortem observations exhibit that the control rabbit model remains 

uninfected during the study while there were clear signs of infections (abscess and white 

pus) for both infected models. Also, the postmortem pH changes suggested that the control 

rabbit model was uninfected as the gel sensors and surrounding pH were basic while both 

infected models show slightly acidic pH for top of the tibia and sensor surface. 

 In some instances, the MATLAB analysis is subject to systematic errors in 

interpreting the pH variations, especially while imaging through different thicknesses of 
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tissue. Where multiple reference regions are available, the MATLAB script can be 

modified to account for the tissue thickness variations via a gradient normalization 

approach. For the implant plates, we can introduce a reference line along the implant and 

for a rod sensor, the reference regions can be placed on both ends of the sensor to account 

for those variations.   

In previous infected rabbit studies, we use implant plate sensors to monitor pH 

variations with pH sensitive gel layers. But the sensors weren’t behaving as expected and 

we didn’t see pH variations during an infection on the surface of the bone.6 Even though 

we artificially created the cavity environment, the acidic metabolites were neutralized 

throughout the imaging days.8 As we have a more enclosed environment in the 

intramedullary cavity, we wanted to confirm that the pH changes could be imaged with the 

new version of the rod sensor with pH sensitive gel layers. While transitioning to the 

intramedullary rod pH detection, we changed the location of the sensor implantation as 

well as the type of the sensor (implant plate with layered sensor films vs a coated stainless 

steel rod sensor). Thus, it is unclear to what extent the pH drop we observed for infection 

in the intramedullary canal was due to differences in biology of the bone vs. soft tissue 

above the plate (or periosteum below), or due to differences in the sensor itself. Clearly, 

the biology could be different, and the sensor geometry and thickness could also plausibly 

affect reading: A thicker sensor responds more slowly because analytes need to diffuse into 

its thickness, and more importantly, analytes can escape to adjacent regions averaging out 

heterogeneity finer than the scale of the sensor thickness. This applies to pH (where any 

holes in the biofilm or region close to blood vessels could allow the acid to diffuse out), 
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and also to accumulation/escape of other biomolecules such as oxygen or quorum sensing 

molecules. Although a thick sensor would respond if the entire tissue and biofilm were 

acidic, it is possible that it would not readily detect if there were small regions on the 

bottom of the biofilm that were acidic (e.g., Fig 1.2).   

 To see to what extent sensor shape could account for the pH drop in the 

intramedullary canal (or the lack of response on the plate), for future experiments (outlined 

in Chapter 5), we design a new rod sensor version to incorporate the gel sensors as layers. 

The proposed version of the intramedullary rod is as follows (Figure 3.21). With the newer 

rod sensor, we can also test the behavior of these layered film sensors in a more enclosed 

environment than the implanted infected sensor on open bone surface. It will allow us to 

study and understand both locations' chemical environment. The pH sensitive gel layers 

over the scintillator film are about 400 -500 µm thick. They are thicker pH sensitive layers 

compared to the dip coated rod sensor. In this new design, two of the reference regions will 

be at the ends of the rod sensor while the pH sensing gel sensor in the middle chamber. 

Two reference regions will be used to account for tissue thickness differences while 

imaging.  
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Figure 3.21: The Solidworks design of new version of the intramedullary rod sensor (All 

the dimensions are in mm). 

  In conclusion, intramedullary rod associated infection studies via XELCI allowed 

us to acquire high resolution imaging of pH variations in a closed system through thick 

tissue. The XELCI images shows clear edges of sensor also along with the sensor 

abnormalities. Moreover, we observed more encouraging data and XELCI imaging showed 

clear drop of pH in the intramedullary sensor. The control sensors implanted on the bone 

surface of the femur showed more constant pH throughout but generally, the agarose layer 

sometimes affected both the measurements in XELCI and postmortem. Here we are 

reporting first high-resolution chemical imaging through bone and tissue which allow us 

to study interesting biochemistry during intramedullary rod associated infection.   
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CHAPTER 4 

 

MEASURING ORTHOPEDIC PLATE STRAIN TO TRACK BONE HEALING USING 

A FLUIDIC SENSOR READ VIA PLAIN RADIOGRAPHY 

 

4.1 Abstract  

  We describe a fluidic X-ray visualized strain indicator under applied load (X-

VISUAL) to quantify orthopedic plate strain and inform rehabilitative care. The sensor 

comprises a polymeric device with a fluidic reservoir filled with a radio-dense fluid 

(cesium acetate) and an adjoining capillary wherein the liquid level is measured. A 

stainless-steel lever attaches to the plate and presses upon the acrylic bulb with a 

displacement proportional to plate bending strain. The sensor was attached to a plate in a 

Sawbones composite tibia mimic and a human cadaveric tibia. An osteotomy model (5 mm 

gap) was used to simulate an unstable osteotomy, and allograft repair to simulate a stiffer 

healed fracture. The cadaveric and Sawbones tibia were cyclically loaded five times (0 - 

400 N) using a mechanical test stand, and fluid displacement was measured from plain 

radiographs. The fluid displacement was compared to applied axial force and displacement. 

The sensor displayed reversible and repeatable behavior with a slope of 0.096 mm/kg and 

fluid level noise of 50 to 80 micrometer (equivalent to 5-10 N). The allograft-repaired 

composite fracture was 13 times stiffer than the unstable fracture. An analysis of prior 

external fracture fixation studies and fatigue curves for internal plates indicates that the 

threshold for safe weight bearing should be 1/5th -1/10th of the initial bending for an 
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unstable fracture. The precision of our device (<2% body weight) should thus be sufficient 

to track fracture healing from unstable through safe weight bearing.  

4.2 Introduction 

 Two of the most common complications associated with fracture healing are bone 

non-union and orthopedic implant associated infections. Implant associated infections can 

also be directly related to the bone non-union as it can cause implant loosening which 

hinders the fracture healing process. Once the increase in stiffness has ceased, it can be an 

indicative of bone non-union due to infection. In the earlier chapters, I introduced the 

XELCI imaging which uses X-ray as the exciting light source and its’ applications as a 

possible solution for detecting infections and mapping pH variations throughout the 

fracture healing process. Herein, I describe a hydromechanical strain sensor to monitor the 

stiffness of the healing tibial fracture via plain radiography. This work is published in IEEE 

Transactions in the biomedical engineering journal in 2021 (Rajamanthrilage et al.: 

“Measuring Orthopedic Plate Strain to Track Bone Healing Using a Fluidic Sensor Read 

via Plain Radiography”. IEEE Transactions in Biomedical Engineering. (June 2021)). 

Following fracture fixation surgery, patients commonly ask, “Am I healing 

normally, and when will it be safe to resume weight bearing?” These are important 

questions because premature weight bearing can lead to refracture and hardware failure, 

while unnecessary delayed return to activities can affect quality of life. About five percent 

of the annual estimated 2 million fracture fixation surgeries in the United States result in 

delayed or impaired healing due to various reasons,1,2 with nearly 100,000 non-unions 
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annually.3–5 In particular, tibial fracture is the most common long bone injury, and non-

union is relatively prevalent in part due to the small tissue envelope.6,7 For slowly healing 

patients at risk of disabling nonunion, physicians can prescribe restrictive/assisted weight 

bearing,8 altered physical therapy regimes, tests to detect and address underlying metabolic 

disorders, apply biologics such as teriparatide,9 prescribe electrical, ultrasound, or 

shockwave bone stimulation therapies, or perform revisions before hardware failure.10–12 

However, these are unnecessary or contraindicated in most patients, who heal normally. 

Since no single time frame applies to all patients, individual assessments are necessary.  

This study introduces an implantable hydraulic sensor which can easily attach to 

the plate to quantify tibial plate bending during the fracture healing process via plain 

radiography (X-ray projection imaging). Plain radiography is ubiquitously available in 

hospitals and routinely used to observe the hardware and fracture callus, however, it 

conventionally has limited value for quantification of fracture healing.13,14 Plain 

radiography can help physicians assess fracture healing and detect pathologies because of 

its excellent contrast for hardware/bone, low cost, extensive availability, rapidity, and 

lower radiation exposure compared to computed tomography (CT). However, image 

interpretation is qualitative, subjective, and correlates poorly with mechanical properties 

such as stiffness or stability.15,16 Previously, we made a plate attachment with a tungsten 

pin that moved against a scale to quantitatively indicate plate bending via plain 

radiography.17 However, the 12 cm long pin was surgically cumbersome, and reducing pin 

length would require a protruding scale and much smaller displacement. To address this 
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concern, herein we developed a smaller device which uses hydraulic gain to amplify the 

signal from plate bending and increase precision for tracking healing bone.  

4.3 Device operating principle 

As a fracture heals and the callus stiffens, it increasingly shares load with the plate, 

which therefore bends less under the same load. Orthopedic plate deflection under load 

thus provides an objective metric for monitoring the fracture healing. Our X-VISUAL 

device reads plate deflection as a change in the fluid level within a channel. The 0.57 ml 

of fluid in the sensor is a radio-dense cesium acetate solution (85 wt % in water) and is 

apparent on radiographic images. Cesium acetate is a colorless, hygroscopic, ionic 

compound with low toxicity which has been used for medical applications and previous 

reports indicate that it is relatively safe for in vivo use.18 The hydraulic action of the sensor 

provides mechanical gain (fluid level change/plate deflection between lever attachment and 

bulb) based on the ratio of the bulb’s cross-sectional area to the channel’s cross-sectional 

area. Fig. 1 illustrates how the sensor works. With no load applied to the fractured bone, 

the fluid level is fixed by the position of a lever impinging on the bulb (Fig. 1 (a)). When 

the bone is compressed under axial load, the fracture closes, and the plate bends because 

the plate is off the central axis (Figure 4.1 (b)). This bending action releases the stainless-

steel lever away from the fluid reservoir pulling fluid from the channel and thus reducing 

the fluid level. Figure 4.1 (b) and Figure4.1 (d) are photos of hydraulic sensor with and 

without load. While axial compression is applied here, the same principle would apply to 

axial tension or direct bending moments 
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Figure 4.1: Sensor mechanism. a) Schematic of fluidic sensor at 0 N. b) Corresponding 

photograph in a Sawbones tibial mimic (arrow shows fluid level). c) Schematic of fluidic sensor 

at 400 N: plate bending displaces the lever, releasing the bulb and lowering the fluid level. d) 

Corresponding photograph with fluid level at 400 N. [Reproduced with the permission from 

Rajamanthrilage A.C. et al.: “Measuring Orthopedic Plate Strain to Track Bone Healing Using 

a Fluidic Sensor Read via Plain Radiography”. IEEE Transactions in Biomedical Engineering. 

(June 2021)]. 
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4.4 Device fabrication 

The passive fluidic sensor is comprised of two components, an acrylic component 

containing a disc-shaped fluid reservoir (bulb) attached to a millimeter diameter channel 

for reading fluid level, and a stainless steel mechanical lever which presses on the bulb and 

alters the fluid level in the channel according to degree of plate bending. Technical 

drawings are provided in below (Figure 4.2). The stainless-steel lever component was 

designed to mount to an orthopedic plate and included an adjustable set screw to press on 

the fluid reservoir of the sensor. The acrylic component was machined in two halves and 

glued together using acrylic glue. Then, the indicator fluid was introduced into the bulb 

using a 27-gauge needle. Finally, the end of the channel was sealed to prevent escape of 

the fluid during operation or influx of bodily fluids.  
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Figure 4.2:SolidWorksTM designs of two main parts of the hydraulic sensor showing 

different views of the designs A) bulb and fluid capillary sensor; B) lever part of the 

sensor with one end which attaches to the plate, and a second end which presses on the 

bulb with a pressure and displacement which depends on the degree of plate bending. 

(All measurements are in mm) [Reproduced with the permission from Rajamanthrilage 

A.C. et al.: “Measuring Orthopedic Plate Strain to Track Bone Healing Using a Fluidic 

Sensor Read via Plain Radiography”. IEEE Transactions in Biomedical Engineering. 

(June 2021)]. 

 

4.5 Sensor monitoring on the tibial implant plate 

An unstable fracture was created at the proximal shaft of a Sawbones® tibia 

composite mimic (Pacific Research Laboratories, Inc., Vashon, WA, Sawbones® Model 

#3402). An internal fixation plate (Smith and Nephew, Lawrenceville, GA, 4.5 mm tibial 

locking compression plate) was employed to fix the proximal fracture. Then the hydraulic 

sensor was attached to the tibial plate and centered over the fracture. The lever was attached 

to the implant plate using screws that gripped from both sides.  

A B
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4.6 Measuring fluid level under load in a composite sawbones tibial model 

The fluidic sensor was tested on a fractured tibia Sawbones® model by monitoring 

the fluid displacement (mm) against the applied force (N) using an ESM-303 motorized 

tension/compression test stand (Mark-10 Corp., Copiague, NY) to directly evaluate the 

mechanical properties of the fracture site. An axial compressive load of 0 through 400 N 

was applied to the proximal end of the fractured model. For context, 400 N is 

approximately one-half body weight for an 80 kg patient. For analysis in plain radiography, 

the fluid reservoir was filled with cesium acetate (85 wt%).  

The initial fluid level was adjusted by the turning a bottom screw attached to the 

lever until the “no load” level was at the top of the channel. This initial fluid level was 

measured in radiography, and all other fluid level displacements were calculated by 

subtracting this initial level. Next, the axial load on the tibia was progressively increased 

(loading) up to 400 N and progressively decreased (unloading) to 0 N. One set of increasing 

load points and one set of decreasing load points were considered as one full cycle of the 

study. Reproducibility of the hydraulic sensor was examined by executing five continuous 

loading and unloading cycles. The same procedure was carried out on a bone with an 

allograft (segment cut out from another Sawbones® tibia) pushed into the fracture gap to 

simulate a repaired and reduced fracture. While such repairs are rare because traumatic 

fractures rarely have bone segment ejection, it simulates good fracture reduction and shows 

how stiffness would be expected to improve as the callus stiffens during healing. The 

allograft-repaired fracture was cycled over five loading cycles as with the unstable fracture. 

We have used NEXT II digital radiography software system (CA, USA) and Poskom VET-
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20 BT Hybrid-battery powered portable X-ray source (Medicaleconet, Oberhausen, 

Germany) for loading experiments.   

A fluidic sensor filled with radio-dense cesium acetate solution (85% wt %) was 

used for radiographic imaging. Figure 4.3 (a) shows the sequence of plain radiographs for 

the first of five linearly increasing and decreasing load cycles (0-400 N and back) with a 

Sawbones® composite tibial mimic with a 5 mm osteotomy. Figure 4.3 (b) shows the 

graphs of applied force and fluid displacement (difference from no load level) versus image 

number. Almost identical maximum and minimum fluid displacements were observed for 

each cycle indicating the reversible behavior of the fluidic sensor, with a small but 

consistent fluid height asymmetry at intermediate force levels indicating some hysteresis. 

The hysteresis curve (Figure 4.3 (c)) for fractured bone has a maximum hysteresis of ̴20 N 

and slope of 0.096 mm/kg. During loading, average displacements were ranged from 0.00 

± 0.01 mm at 0 N through 3.935 ± 0.001 mm at 400 N. The mean noise level (loading and 

unloading) was 0.02 mm (0.3 kg) and maximum was 0.06 mm (0.6 kg). Average 

displacements are tabulated and are presented in Table 1.  

 

Table 4.1: Average displacements at different loads for Sawbones® tibia models with an 

unstable fracture 

Loading  Unloading  

Load applied (N) Displacement 

(mm) 

Load applied (N) Displacement (mm) 

0 0.00 ± 0.01 400 3.935 ± 0.001 

100  0.70 ± 0.04 300 2.82 ± 0.01 

200  1.66 ± 0.04 200 1.88 ± 0.04 

300 2.60 ± 0.02 100 0.87 ± 0.06 

400 3.935 ± 0.001 0 0.00 ± 0.01 
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Table 4.2: Average displacements at different loads for Sawbones® tibia models with an 

allograft-repaired fracture 

Loading  Unloading  

Load applied (N) Displacement 

(mm) 

Load applied (N) Displacement (mm) 

0 0.00 ± 0.09 400 0.31 ± 0.08 

100  0.04 ± 0.04 300 0.23 ± 0.07 

200  0.11 ± 0.07 200 0.10 ± 0.12 

300 0.14. ± 0.06 100 0.14 ± 0.08 

400 0.31. ± 0.08 0 0.00 ± 0.07 

 

We repeated the experiment after introducing an allograft of the same Sawbones® 

material to form a much stiffer construct under axial compression which simulated bone 

healing (or surgical interventions occasionally used to stabilize the fracture). In comparison 

to the fractured bone, the allograft –repaired bone showed approximately 13x less fluid 

displacement on radiographs with cyclic loading. The fluid displacement and cyclic 

loading is graphed and showed in Figure 4.3 (b) and 4.3 (c). The radiographs are shown in 

the Figure 4.4 below. The fluid displacement at 400 N (maximum load) was 0.31 ± 0.07 

mm, corresponding to a slope of 0.0076 mm/kg. 
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Figure 4.3: Sensor reading during five load cycles for a plated cadaveric tibia with an unstable 

fracture. a) Plain radiographs showing the fluid level changes with vs. applied load through one 

load cycle (red arrow shows fluid level). b) Force applied and fluid displacement vs. image 

number. c) Five-cycle-average fluid displacement vs. applied force. [Reproduced with the 

permission from Rajamanthrilage A.C. et al.: “Measuring Orthopedic Plate Strain to Track 

Bone Healing Using a Fluidic Sensor Read via Plain Radiography”. IEEE Transactions in 

Biomedical Engineering. (June 2021)].         
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4.7 Measuring fluid level under load in a fractured human cadaveric tibial specimen 

The experiments were carried out according to the Clemson University Institutional 

Biosafety Committee (IBC) as well as following relevant guidelines and regulations. 

Human cadaveric specimens were obtained via the Hawkins Foundation (Greenville, SC) 

from Restore Life USA (Elizabethton, TN), a nonprofit donation program, and donors had 

consented their body to be used for medical education and research in accordance with the 

Uniform Anatomical Gift Act (UAGA). The fluidic sensor was filled with radiopaque fluid 

to visualize the fluid displacement via plain radiography. The sensor was later attached on 

10 

mm 

Figure 4.4:Plain radiographs showing the fluid level changes (little or no change) for 

allograft- repaired tibia with respect to applied load through one cycle. (Red arrow 

points to fluid level) [Reproduced with the permission from Rajamanthrilage A.C. 

et al.: “Measuring Orthopedic Plate Strain to Track Bone Healing Using a Fluidic 

Sensor Read via Plain Radiography”. IEEE Transactions in Biomedical Engineering. 

(June 2021)]. 
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an orthopedic implant plate in human cadaver tibia model with an unstable proximal 

metaphyseal tibia fracture. The mechanical lever was attached over the fluidic sensor using 

screws on both sides of the plate. The loading and unloading cycles and the imaging 

procedure were carried out as in the Sawbones composite tibial specimen above. The 

fractured human cadaver tibia specimen was set up with the motorized tension/compression 

test stand for loading/unloading experiments as shown in the figure below (Figure 4.5). 

The tibia was loaded in compression from 10 through 400 N in 100 N increments for five 

consecutive loading/unloading cycles and the fluid level monitoring was done using plain 

radiography. Radiography was performed in Godley Snell Animal Research Center, 

Clemson University, Clemson, SC. 
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The radiopaque fluid level changes of the fluidic sensor integrated on a fractured 

human cadaver tibia with an unstable fracture were monitored measured easily via plain 

radiography. While application of the increasing compressive loads, consistent decrease in 

the fluid level changes were observed. The fluid level also returned to the initial level while 

decreasing the compressive load. During cyclic loading, 0.9 mm of fluid displacement for 

100 N was observed. Figure 4.6 (a) shows the series of plain radiographs obtained at each 

load Figure.4.6 (b) and 4.6 (c) are graphs showing the reproducibility of the fluid level 

Figure 4.5: Photos of experimental setup for measuring plate strain on a cadaveric tibia with an 

unstable fracture. a) Fluidic sensor attached near the fracture gap. b) Zoomed-in view of the sensor 

(red arrow points to fluid level). [Reproduced with the permission from Rajamanthrilage A.C. et 

al.: “Measuring Orthopedic Plate Strain to Track Bone Healing Using a Fluidic Sensor Read via 

Plain Radiography”. IEEE Transactions in Biomedical Engineering. (June 2021)]. 
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changes for five continuous cycles. The maximum hysteresis was 0.9 mm (or ~100 N). 

This was larger than in the Sawbones composite due to the more complex biomechanics of 

the fracture, including fibula and soft tissue. During loading and unloading cycles, average 

displacements were ranged from 0.04 ± 0.07 mm at 0 N through 3.43 ± 0.07 mm at 400 N. 

The overall slope was 0.084 mm/kg (comparable to 0.96 mm/kg for the unstable Sawbones 

model). The mean noise level was 0.08 mm (corresponding to 1. kg), and maximum was 

0.16 mm (2 kg). The average noise level was higher in the cadaveric specimen than the 

composite, likely due to the presence of soft tissue and more radio dense bone. However, 

noise was still relatively low, ~2% of displacement at 400 N. 
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Figure 4.6: Sensor reading during five load cycles for a plated cadaveric tibia with an unstable 

fracture. a) Plain radiographs showing the fluid level changes with vs. applied load through one 

load cycle (red arrow shows fluid level). b) Force applied and fluid displacement vs. image 

number. c) Five-cycle-average fluid displacement vs. applied force. [Reproduced with the 

permission from Rajamanthrilage A.C. et al.: “Measuring Orthopedic Plate Strain to Track Bone 

Healing Using a Fluidic Sensor Read via Plain Radiography”. IEEE Transactions in Biomedical 

Engineering. (June 2021)].  
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Table 4.3: Average displacements at different loads for Human cadaver tibia with an 

unstable fracture 

4.8 Measuring fluid level at different angles and different magnifications  

 We conducted an experiment to see the effect of expected clinical variation in 

acquisition in angles and positions. We measured the fluid level at a series of different 

angles and positions/magnifications on a fractured Sawbones® tibia. Although variation in 

angle and position did not have a noticeable effect, the average fluid level in the angle 

study differed by 0.34 mm from the average in the position studies when no difference was 

expected (Figure 4.7 and 4.8). To make absolute measurements more reproducible, we 

added two radiopaque tantalum beads to serve as reference scale to measure fluid level 

against. The beads were placed on the plane of the fluid sensor and separated by 5 mm. 

The Ta bead incorporated sensor was only utilized in this experiment to determine angle 

and magnification dependence and not in prior cyclic loading experiments. The initial fluid 

level of the sensor was set to unloaded position and the X-ray source and detector were 

placed at constant positions. The sensor mounted fractured Sawbones® tibia was positioned 

at 6 different angles and X-ray imaging was done at each angle. 

 

 

Loading  Unloading  

Load applied (N) Displacement 

(mm) 

Load applied (N) Displacement 

(mm) 

0 0.03 ± 0.06 400 3.43 ± 0.07 

100  0.87 ± 0.06 300 3.23 ± 0.14 

200  1.63 ± 0.16 200 2.37 ± 0.04 

300 2.51 ± 0.04 100 1.64 ± 0.07 

400 3.43 ± 0.07 0 0.05 ± 0.07 
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Figure 4.7: Fluid level measured at different angles of fractured Sawbones® tibia (fluidic 

sensor without Ta bead reference). a) Radiographs taken at different X-ray source angles 

i) through vi) respectively 7.7°, 3.1°, 0°, -4.1°, -7.1°, -11.4°. b) Measured fluid level 

(from top of bulb) vs angle. [Reproduced with the permission from Rajamanthrilage 

A.C. et al.: “Measuring Orthopedic Plate Strain to Track Bone Healing Using a Fluidic 

Sensor Read via Plain Radiography”. IEEE Transactions in Biomedical Engineering. 

(June 2021)]. 
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Figure 4.8: Fluid level measured at different positions and effective magnifications of 

fractured Sawbones® tibia (fluidic sensor without Ta bead reference). a) Radiographs of 

specimen positioned at different distances i) through v) respectively -10, -5, 0, 5, 10 cm. 

b) Measured fluid level vs specimen distance. [Reproduced with the permission from 

Rajamanthrilage A.C. et al.: “Measuring Orthopedic Plate Strain to Track Bone Healing 

Using a Fluidic Sensor Read via Plain Radiography”. IEEE Transactions in Biomedical 

Engineering. (June 2021)]. 
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To examine the fluid level at different magnifications, X-ray imaging was done at 

five different distances from the X-ray source to the Sawbones® tibia by keeping the 

detector and the X-ray source at the same position. To change the specimen angle, we 

placed absorbent rolls under the potted tibia, and measured the new angle relative to 

vertical (set as 0°). At each angle and position 3 radiographs were taken. In the specimens 

without a tantalum bead reference scale, fluid level was the fluid distance to the top of the 

bulb, normalized to the 33 cm lever length. With the tantalum bead scale, fluid level was 

fluid distance to the top Ta bead, normalized to the 5 cm spacing between the beads. 

 We studied how variation in tibia angle and magnification within clinical ranges 

would affect measurements on a fractured Sawbones® tibia specimen. Since patients can 

generally keep the tibial angle consistent within several degrees, and certainly within 15°, 

we measured a constant fluid level within 15° from vertical. We also compared radiographs 

at fixed 0° angle with varying distances from the X-ray source, resulting in a ~1.5x 

variation in magnification. When we measured fluid level relative to the top of the bulb, 

and using the 33 cm lever length to normalize for length, we saw minimal effect from angle 

or magnification (standard deviations were 0.1 and 0.07 mm respectively), Figure. 4.7 and 

4.8. However, it was difficult to see the top of the bulb, especially at low angles. We also 

observed a 0.34 mm systematic difference between angle and position measurements 

because the origin position (top of the bulb) was judged differently for readings on different 

days. To account for these differences and improve the measurement facility, we placed 

two 0.4 mm Ta beads as markers 5 mm apart from each other, next to the fluid channel and 

at the fluid channel level.  As shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, we observed minimal 
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standard deviations of   0.03 mm (corresponds to 3 N) & 0.02 mm (corresponds to 2 N) 

respectively for fluid level measurements at different magnification and angles. These 

uncertainties are consistent with other measurements. 
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Figure 4.9: Fluid level measured at different angles of fractured Sawbones® tibia (fluidic 

sensor with embedded Ta bead references). a) Radiographs taken at different X-ray 

source angles i) through vii) respectively 15°, 10°, 5°, 0°, -5°, -10°, -15°. Red arrows 

point to the Ta beads. b) Measured fluid level with respect to top bead vs. X-ray source 

angle. [Reproduced with the permission from Rajamanthrilage A.C. et al.: “Measuring 

Orthopedic Plate Strain to Track Bone Healing Using a Fluidic Sensor Read via Plain 

Radiography”. IEEE Transactions in Biomedical Engineering. (June 2021)]. 
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Figure 4.10: Fluid level measured at different positions and effective magnifications of 

fractured Sawbones® tibia (fluidic sensor with embedded Ta bead references) a) 

Radiographs of specimen positioned at different distances i) through v) respectively -6,    

-3, 0, 3, 6 cm. Red arrows show the tantalum beads. b) Measured fluid level vs. position 

[Reproduced with the permission from Rajamanthrilage A.C. et al.: “Measuring 

Orthopedic Plate Strain to Track Bone Healing Using a Fluidic Sensor Read via Plain 

Radiography”. IEEE Transactions in Biomedical Engineering. (June 2021)]. 
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4.9 Discussion  

4.9.1 Sensor range and precision 

To be clinically useful, the sensor must be able to track strain from 0 to a maximum 

of bending under an unstable fracture with 1 body weight (BW), with sufficient precision 

to identify safe weight bearing. In the cadaver model, our sensor was able to detect 

displacement over the range of BW with a noise level of 80 µm, 2% of the displacement at 

400 N (~½BW for 80 kg patient). This is over an order of magnitude better than 

measurements taken with standard radiography which has a typical precision of about 2-5 

mm on a fracture gap, due to difficulty in identifying edges of the fracture during fracture 

closing, especially if there is some change in soft tissue and angle.16,19 Although there is 

no universally accepted plate strain threshold for safe weight bearing, several lines of 

reasoning given below suggest it should be roughly around 1/5th -1/10th of the initial 

bending during an unstable fracture, and our observed precision of 2% of the range should 

thus be adequate for tracking fracture healing, and readily measured the displacement for 

the 13x stiffer allograft-repaired model.20,21 More sophisticated estimates may be 

developed including factors relating to plate construct, healing rate, and expected 

activity/load, however, 2% precision will likely remain adequate. Indeed, clinically used 

sensors for tracking stiffness in external fixation devices reportedly have 3% accuracy.22  

In principle, if the range and precision are not adequate, they are adjustable in the design. 

The range is adjustable by the read capillary length, and the sensitivity is adjustable by 

controlling the length of the lever arm and ratio of chamber diameter to capillary diameter. 

For an unstable fracture, we observed that when the inter-fragmentary gap closed by 3 mm, 
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the plate bending generated 4 mm of fluid displacement, which provides 1.33 of gain in 

inter-fragmentary motion. As the fracture heals, it would also be possible to use full BW 

instead of ½ which would double the fluid displacement. Needed range and precision based 

on clinical studies with external fixation devices 

Clinical studies of safe hardware removal for external fixation devices (where 

stiffness can be directly assessed), have used several different thresholds, although they all 

fall in the same range. Some clinical studies have used 1/10th initial bending as a threshold 

for device safe removal.20 Other studies have used tibial stiffness between 8.5 – 20 Nm/°, 

with 15 Nm/° most common, which is about 25% of the stiffness of intact bone. Indeed, 

Richardson found that exclusive use of this threshold to decide about when to remove 

hardware allowed removal of external fixation allowed patients to remove devices 2.3 

weeks earlier on average compared to traditional assessment without strain measurements, 

while longer retention of the fixation in slowly healing patients decreased re-fracture rates 

from 7% to 0%.21  The 15 Nm/° threshold would correspond to 1/5th of the bending we 

observe for our unstable plated fracture in Sawbones and cadaveric models. If external 

fixation hardware can safely be removed when it is carrying 1/5th to 1/10th of the load 

applied to the tibia, logically we expect at these thresholds (or perhaps even earlier) it 

would be safe to bear weight for internally fixed fractures where the hardware is retained. 
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4.9.1.1 Needed range and precision based on animal and clinical studies with 

instrumented internal fixation devices 

  

 Several animal and human studies have measured strain during healing. In a sheep 

study with instrumented plates  (rosettes of strain gauges) read using percutaneous wires 

show increase of the total plate surface strain under bending for different gait speeds (2- 5 

km/h) found that the strain decreased by a factor of about 7-8 as the fracture heals in the 

first 6 weeks, and stabilized for the last two weeks.23 Similarly, in a clinical study of 27 

human patients with a titanium femur plate instrumented with a strain gauge and wireless 

telemetry, Seide and co-workers found a wide range of healing rates (as measured by 

decrease in relative elasticity), and strong correlations between mechanical and CT analysis 

of callus healing.24 Stiffness of 30% corresponded to bridging bone up to the 

intramedullary canal by CT, and ~10% of initial correlated to bridging throughout the 

femur by CT. For all these reasons, a stiffness of 1/5th to 1/10th of initial unstable fixation 

is likely to be indicative of safe weight bearing, and a noise level of 1-3% of 400 N (½ 

BW) as observed in our fluidic sensor should be comfortably able to measure this stiffness 

level.  
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4.9.1.2 Needed range and precision based on plate fatigue 

 

 
Figure 4.11: Plate load to failure for different activity levels. a) Estimated load (N) to 

failure vs. number of cycles for bent and unbent plates. b) Construct load to failure (N) 

and associated activity vs. percentage of load carried by plate assuming bent plate from 

part(a) and 80 kg patient. [Reproduced with the permission from Rajamanthrilage A.C. 

et al.: “Measuring Orthopedic Plate Strain to Track Bone Healing Using a Fluidic Sensor 

Read via Plain Radiography”. IEEE Transactions in Biomedical Engineering. (June 

2021)]. 

 

 

 An analysis based on fatigue of plates gives a similar 1/10th to 1/5th threshold, 

although it suggests that thresholds could be modified based on activity level, implant 

fatigue, implant placement, and initial bending. Although no single study presents the 

entire applied load vs. average or probable cycles to failure, from prior studies at low and 

high cycle number we can estimate its shape for bent and unbent plates based on three 

studies.25–27 Plates are designed to align bone fragments and limit interfragmentary motion, 
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but allow some bending to encourage callus formation.28 Tibial plates support short term 

weight bearing above 1×BW, but will fail under larger loads and eventually fatigue under 

repetitive cycling of 1×BW. For a single cycle, Lindeque et al. found that proximal locking 

compression plates (LCP) failed under loads of 1720 N for Synthes plates, and Xu et al. 

found Zimmer plates and 1500 N for mid-tibial shaft LCP, averaging to around 2x BW for 

an 80 kg person.25,26 Additionally, Brunner et al. studied high cycle fatigue failure for 

normal and bent titanium plates (plate bending is sometimes done deliberately to better fit 

the bone contour and also can occur naturally during the fixation process). At 106 cycles in 

NaCl solution they report 7 Nm for unbent plates and 3 Nm for plates that were bent prior 

to fixation.27 Assuming that the load was axial and that the fracture was treated midshaft 

where the tibia radius is ~18.2 mm29, these correspond to 732N, and 323N, respectively. 

Figure 4.11 (a) plots these values, and further assumes that the curve looks approximately 

s-shaped with constant failure at low cycle-number (1-100), followed by high cycle fatigue 

characteristics between 103 and 106 cycles from Bunner. The ratio of low single cycle yield 

strength to the endurance limit for high cycles with the unbent plate is ~1.8, and is similar 

to ASM value of ~1.9.30 From Brunner’s work, the bent plate appears to have ~200 N lower 

strength at low cycle number, and around twice as much at high cycle number. While these 

are rough estimates, and more sophisticated studies can be performed for specific plates, 

amount of pre-bending, and position on the bone, they capture the general characteristics 

of fatigue.   

Using the average load vs. cycles curve Figure 4.11a, we can estimate how much load 

would be tolerated for a given number of cycles and fraction of load is carried by the 
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implant (with rest shared by the fracture callus). Figure 4.11b  shows this analysis for three 

loads: 1 cycle, 10,000 cycles (typically accepted as initial postop rehabilitation period31–33, 

and 106 cycles (close to the endurance limit). A bent plate from figure 4.11a was chosen to 

be conservative and because plates often bend upon implantation; an analysis based on the 

unbent curve is shown in Figure 4.11. For single cycles (black curve), orthopedic plates 

can comfortably support the load from a 80 kg person standing on one leg with a completely 

unstable fracture (~784 N) but will probably fail during normal walking (2.5-2.8 ×BW) or 

jogging at 5 mph (4.2×BW).34 As the fracture callus stiffens, it shares an increasing fraction 

of the load, and when it carries 50% of the load, peak loads from short term walking would 

be safe; however, a normally active person takes over 106 steps/year, and after 106 steps, 

the load to failure for many plates decreases to about 25% of failure load for a single 

cycle.35 For safe weight bearing after 106 walking steps one would need the load on the 

plate to be around 1/5th to 1/6th of 1 BW, with the callus taking the rest, and 1/8th to 1/9th 

for jogging. This line of reasoning suggests that a heavier and more active patient may have 

a more conservative threshold (or be fitted with a stiffer plate), or that a rapidly healing 

patient with less fatigue may allow earlier activity. 

4.9.2 Comparison to other loaded X-ray techniques 

Our sensor design improves upon existing techniques to measure fracture displacement 

load using X-ray imaging which are either not sufficiently precise or not readily adaptable 

to clinical application. Although X-ray images can show the hardware and fracture callus, 

they do not measure the mechanical properties of the fracture.5,6 With certain fracture types, 

X-ray images are taken with and without weight-bearing to measure the relative motion of 
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bones in order to assess fracture stability. However, this procedure has proven 

insufficiently sensitive, even in cases such as spine fusion, where spinous processes are 

clearly evident and can move millimeters.7–9 For example, Song et al. found interobserver 

variation in measuring spinal process motion to be 1.5 mm (95% confidence interval), an 

order of magnitude greater than our fluid level precision.36 Quantitative motion analysis 

(QMA) software of the intervertebral motion only slightly improves upon manual 

radiograph analysis.3 Lower extremity fracture gap movement is even more difficult to 

access (e.g., ±5 mm for acetabular fractures),10–12,37 and the fragments move less. 

Use of clear markers dramatically improves precision. For example, in 

radiostereometric analysis (RSA) several tantalum beads are surgically inserted near the 

fracture site and X-ray images are simultaneous taken at two angles to triangulate the bead 

position. Precision is typically within ~20-50 µm and bead motion under a load is then used 

to track fracture stiffness and healing.38 However, RSA is clinically cumbersome as it needs 

specialized instruments, increased surgical time/cost to introduce tantalum beads, expertise 

to perform procedure and analyze results, and the analysis can potentially be confounded 

by bead placement and migration.38  

Our hydraulic sensor precision is high compared to direct measurements of fracture 

gap displacement due to a combination of the hydraulic gain and measuring a clear and 

unambiguous sensor fluid level. In our experiments, we found average cycle-to-cycle fluid 

levels variation of 20-70 µm in sawbones, and 80 µm in cadaveric models. This variation 

could come from a combination of changes in mechanical loading conditions (e.g. settling), 

and from uncertainty in reading the radiographs (noise). Since the readings do not appear 
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to systematically drift in time, noise is likely the main source of variation, and assuming 

the variation is noise sets an upper limit to the noise level. A precision of 80 µm is similar 

to the 100 µm interobserver variation we found in measuring displacement of radiopaque 

tungsten wires in a pH sensor based on pH-responsive hydrogels swelling39. It is somewhat 

worse than RSA analysis of tantalum beads (20-50 µm), but an order of magnitude better 

than direct fracture gap motion analysis with plain film X-rays. 

The fluidic sensor can be easily attached to orthopedic plates during surgery, preop 

(or eventually integrated into plates). Our group previously developed a pin indicator 

attached to the side of the plate which moving against a scale to provide quantitative 

readings of plate bending.17 The gain (pin motion/maximum interfragmentary motion) was 

approximately the ratio of the pin length to the bone diameter. However, the pin length was 

12 cm which was cumbersome. In contrast, the fluidic sensor has hydro-mechanical gain 

(fluid level displacement/lever displacement during plate bending) almost equal to the fluid 

reservoir area divided by the capillary channel cross sectional area. In our case, the 

diameter of the reservoir is 7 mm (area 49 mm2) and the fluid channel diameter is 0.75 mm 

(area 0.56 mm2) providing a gain of somewhat less than 87.5 (less because the lever pushes 

on the edges of the reservoir less than the center). This gain allowed us to use a much 

shorter sensor (2.5 cm instead of 12 cm), which gives it a smaller profile, makes it easier 

to use, and measures bending of the specific section of the implant.  

The sensor attaches to the implant using simple screws to grip the side of the plate 

and could be mounted prior to or after fixing the plate to the bone. In future, simpler 

attachments could be used, or sensors could be integrated into the plate. A screw attached 
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to the lever was used to adjust the initial fluid level to account for any plate bending during 

implantation; in future, longer fluid channels along the side of the plate could be used to 

increase the maximum sensor range. Overall, the fluid displacements provide 

straightforward quantitative measurements of the plate strain, thus adding more 

information to the plain radiographs which are already been used in routine patient 

workups. 

4.9.3 Fluidic length changes at different angles and magnifications 

Fluid levels were measured at different angles and magnifications on a fractured 

Sawbones® tibia both relative to the top of the bulb (Figures. 4.7 and 4.8) and, after adding 

tanatlum bead reference scales, relative to the topmost Ta (Figures4.9, 4.10). Although one 

would not expect significant differences in angle and magnification from loaded and 

unloaded X-ray images acquired to measure load sharing, some differences, from session 

to session may be expected, especially if radiographs are acquired in different locations. 

While our focus has been on measuring the difference in fluid level before and after 

applying load, the absolute value may have some relavence for detecting absolute plate 

bending and subsidence. In principle, variation in leg  angle toward/away from the detector 

could affect apparent abosolute level, partly due to parallax if the liquid level is measured 

against a scale not in plane, and partly due to changes in magnification with angle. 

Additionally, variation in magnification could affect measurement if not properly 

normalized. However, when the fluid level was measured against a scale at the same plane, 

we found that they were unaffected by angle and magnification, within the measurement 
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noise level of   0.03 mm (which corresponds to 3 N) & 0.02 mm (2 N), respectively. The 

tantalum beads scale simplified the measurements and improved consistency. 

 

4.10 Conclusions and future work 

While these studies have shown the principle of a fluidic X-VISUAL sensor, much 

work remains before it can be clinically applied. First, the design size and shape need to be 

optimized. The thickness of fluidic sensor together with mechanical lever add height over 

the orthopedic plate which could be inconvenient for the patient. Thus, in future, the fluidic 

sensor and the mechanical lever may be miniaturized and placed along the side of the plate, 

where there is more room. Third, we estimated the threshold for safe weight bearing would 

likely be between 1/5th and 1/10th initial unstable bending, however, this would need to be 

verified and patient specific variables may need to be considered. In addition, the sensor 

was tested only on a tibial plate, and translation to other plates and devices would require 

site-specific optimization of the sensor size, shape, and gain. Finally, unlike devices using 

wireless radiotelemetry, our device is read by X-ray imaging, which would permit only 

periodic measurements during visits to a medical facility where loaded/unloaded 

radiographs are acquired.  

The fluidic sensor enables monitoring orthopedic plate bending directly and 

quantitatively with higher resolution compared to the common methods available today. 

Noise levels of 80 µm or less (corresponding ~1 kg of body weight passing through the 

plate) which is likely sufficient to help physicians quantify the plate bending therefore 
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callus stiffness during fracture healing. Such information would help physicians determine 

when the patient is safe to start weight bearing to better communicate rehabilitation 

protocols with patients and their medical team. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

The studies in this dissertation addressed two significant concerns in fracture 

healing: monitoring implanted medical device-associated infections and measuring 

fracture stiffness to avoid early weight-bearing or related complications.1 Both implantable 

sensors use X-rays for signal detection as well as can reveal important information 

regarding fracture healing and orthopedic implant associated infections. I will discuss these 

two topics sequentially in 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. 

 

5.1 X-ray interrogated implantable biochemical sensor for monitoring implant 

associated infections 

A novel intramedullary rod pH sensor was developed to map the pH inside the 

medullary cavity of a rabbit tibia via XELCI imaging. We observed pH changes during 

implant associated infection through both bone and tissue (~1 -1.5 cm of thickness). Our 

group has previously used XELCI for imaging the implant associated infections on the 

bone surface, but this dissertation introduces imaging through the bone with the sensor in 

the medullary cavity.  This will allow us to investigate the local environment of the sensor 

inside the medullary cavity during an infection via XELCI. The XELCI imaging system 

provides implant surface-specific chemical information with high spatial resolution 

imaging.2–4 With the acquired spatial resolution of the XELCI system, we will be able to 
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image heterogenic pH microenvironment inside the bone cavity. Furthermore, it will allow 

us to monitor pH changes associated with normal healing curve vs the local environment 

of the implant surface after antibiotic treatments or after the eradication treatments. None 

of the currently available methods can provide high resolution pH imaging in situ.  

The sensor provides chemical specificity from the optical indicator dyes with the 

implant specificity from the coating. As the imaging technique uses X-ray as an excitation 

source, it provides a unique, low background and higher resolution for imaging through 

thick tissue. The intramedullary rod pH sensor consists of a pH-sensitive optical dye 

incorporated acrylamide polymer film coated over Gd2O2S: Eu scintillator layer 

(prominent emissions at ~620 nm and ~700 nm). The Bromothymol blue indicator dye has 

absorbance which overlaps with the emission of the scintillator particles, mostly at ~620 

nm. As we monitor the variation of total transmitted light at 620 nm, the 700 nm light 

which is having a smaller change in the absorbance with respect to pH will act as a spectral 

reference. Considering the ratio between 620 nm and 700 nm light will accounts for the 

variation in intensity at either wavelength due to changes in scintillator concentration, X-

ray power and attenuation in tissue and optical collection efficiency.  As 700 nm light can 

pass higher penetration depths through tissue (at 700 nm tissue has lower effective 

attenuation coefficients), compared to 600 nm light, we always accompany a reference 

region with no pH sensitive dye film to account for spectral distortion assuming tissue 

above the reference region causes a similar degree of spectral distortion. The sensors were 

characterized in vitro before carrying out the in vivo animal experiments for pH changes 

and signal detection. A preliminary study was carried out with a reamed rabbit cadaveric 
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tibia using an intramedullary rod sensor with two distinct pH regions (acidic and basic 

pHs). As expected, we were able to observe clearly distinct pH regions once imaged with 

XELCI. It confirmed the ability of the XELCI imaging system to be used in vitro pH 

imaging through tissue.  

The pre-pilot rabbit study was carried out with the conformally coated stainless 

steel rod sensor using three rabbit models (two infected models and one control animal). 

One of the infected models were implanted with pre-biofilm grown rod sensor while the 

other model was inoculated at the time of surgery after inserting the rod sensor. Both 

exhibited decrease in pH during the 10-11 days of imaging; by contrast the control rabbit 

showed no change in the pH until euthanasia. The postmortem studies showed well-

established infection at the tibia of both infected rabbits but not the control. It confirmed 

the bacterial concentration we inoculated was able to establish an infection in the 

intramedullary cavity and the acidic environment can be imaged/map with the coated rod 

sensor. Moreover, it showed that during a normal healing curve the pH of the 

intramedullary cavity local environment stayed constant. As this study was carried out to 

test the surgery procedures, imaging protocols and sensor behaviors prior to a full-scale 

study, we could conclude that our test methods are working accordingly, and we can 

image/map the intramedullary rod associated pH changes with high spatial resolution.  

The intramedullary rod design was modified for the second pre-pilot studies to 

accompany the pH-sensitive gel films. The modified version will allow us to investigate 

different hypotheses compared to the previous studies carried out in our lab. Implant plates 

with layered sensor films were studied for monitoring implant associated infections on the 
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bone surface. With this modified rod sensor, we will be able to study a more enclosed, 

different environment. Also, the sensor can be compared to the intramedullary rod sensor 

with thinner pH sensitive films vs the thicker film. The second pre-pilot rabbit studies to 

investigate the pH variations in bone cavity was carried out by using three rabbit models. 

The same procedure was followed as mentioned in the Chapter 3 of this dissertation other 

than the design of the pointed intramedullary rod sensor with the pH sensitive gel layer 

over a scintillator layer and pH variation was studied. One of the sensors (neutral) was 

inserted to reamed tibia of the control animal with sterile saline. The XELCI imaging was 

carried out for 10 days until euthanasia, and a postmortem image was also taken after sensor 

extraction. As shown in the analyzed ratio images of the sensor, a significant change in the 

pH is not observed. Also, for Day 0, 1 and 3 images, the intensities were very low to 

identify the regions of the sensor to determine pH variation. This majorly depends on how 

the animal was positioned under the detector as wells as the sensor placement inside the 

tibia during the surgery. As the images suggest, the light is only coming from one angle 

and sensor is not facing the detector. But the pre-surgery and postmortem imaging suggest 

that the sensor was remaining neutral during the whole imaging period.   
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For the first infected model, the sensor was inserted into the tibial intramedullary 

cavity and injected a bacterial inoculum at the surgery. The imaging on the sensor was 

carried out for 10 days. The ratio images of the sensor are shown in the figure below. The 

sensor started as a neutral sensor from Day 0 and continued to stay neutral since Day 10. 

Although we expect the pH to drop and see signs of infection, the tibial cavity remains 

uninfected during this study. It can be due to the flush out of bacterial load with blood 

while reaming the tibia at the surgery. 

 

Figure 5.1: Control rabbit (Rabbit 4). XELCI ratio images of the rod sensor during the 

imaging days. 

Figure 5.2: Infected rabbit-I (Rabbit 6). XELCI Ratio images of the rod sensor during 

the imaging days. (Red arrow is pointed to the broken gel layer extracted with the 

sensor) 
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 The second infected model was created using the biofilm grown sensor. As shown 

in the figure below, the sensor implanted with acidic color at the start. Also, the ratio image 

shows the acidic nature of the sensor in XELCI imaging. The ratio images in Day 1, 3, 7 

do not show sufficient intensity to conclude about the infection. But the postmortem 

observation also shows no signs of infection inside the tibial cavity or top of the tibia (the 

spot where reaming the tibia has begun). Also, the postmortem XELCI imaging shows the 

sensor has neutralized.   

 

 

 

 

Therefore, these studies in the future can be carried out with modifications to the 

method. We should pay attention to the position we implant the sensor at the surgery 

because it can essentially hinder the light intensity produced by the scintillator films. If the 

sensor is not properly placed inside the bone cavity, the sensor angle can block the 

luminescence light reaching the detector as this is a flat sensor compared to the other 

Figure 5.3: Infected rabbit II (Rabbit 7). XELCI Ratio images of the rod sensor during the 

imaging days. 
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intramedullary rod sensor which is cylindrical. As previously mentioned, the advantage of 

this sensor modification is the presence of two reference regions in both sides to account 

for the difference in light intensities due to the tissue thickness.  

In the future the thickness of the pH sensitive hydrogel layer can be reduced to 

improve the sensitivity of the pH detection. If the thickness of the gel is reduced, we can 

detect minute changes in the pH. As a thinner gel layer allow faster detection rates than the 

thicker films, we can detect the pH changes more efficiently. The decrease in absorbance 

due to reducing the thickness can be addressed by increasing the dye concentration. Also, 

the pH sensitive dye can be bound to the gel covalently to minimize the leaching. Currently 

the two layers of Gd2O2S:Eu incorporated PDMS and polymer hydrogel  are placed on top 

of each other in the chambers of the implants. To provide more mechanical stability to the 

sensor layers, the PDMS layer can be chemically bound to the pH sensitive hydrogel layer.  

The Chromoionophore III films were also investigated as a possible pH sensitive 

dye for making thinner coatings on the implants. As Chromionophore III has a pH 

dependent absorbance which overlaps with the emission of the Gd2O2S: Eu scintillator 

particles it can be used for monitoring implant associated infections with XELCI.  

A second motivation for using Chromionophore III is that researchers use it in 

conjunction with ionophores in a hydrophobic matrix to detect specific ions as described 

in optode literature.5–7 For example, complexation between a cation and ionophore would 

cause release of H+ from the Chromionophore III to maintain charge neutrality of the film 

causing a color change. Here we investigated the pH dependence of a Chromionophore III 

film both as a simple way to coat a thin pH-sensitive film on an implant and as a way to 
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facilitate future research on ions near during bone healing and infection, including nitrite, 

calcium ions, and others.8  

Table 5.1 shows the composition of the cocktail mixture used to prepare the film. 

The reagents were mixed in a scintillator vial (Figure 5.4). pH-responsive films were 

prepared by drop coating the cocktail onto a filter paper substrate (VWR Filter paper 

qualitative, 413); similarly, cut-glass slides were dipped coated with Chromoionophore III 

mixture. Extinction for the films different pHs were recorded using aqueous buffers from 

pH 4 to 7.5 (Figure 5.5). In our experiments to generate a calibration curve for the sensor, 

we observed an effective pKa value of ~6 for a dip coated thin film in equilibrium with the 

aqeous buffer solutions. While this is somewhat lower than reported values, the literature 

shows that the pKa for Chromionophore III depneds very strongly on its host matrix 

environment (this is generally true of most dyes, but especially when they are placed in 

hydrophobic matricies). This variation may also be due to the variation impurities present 

in the samples and the ion concentrations in the buffers we used for the experiment. 

Although Chromionophore III was reported to have a pKa of 13.4 by estimating based on 

the potentiometric measurements with cation-membranes in [DOS-PVC (2:1)] matrix ,9 

Linder et al found that a consistent few percent of a hydrophilic impurity in the commercial 

Fluka product which dramatically altered its behavior.10 Eric Bakker’s group has also done 

extensive studies, and found the pKa was 8.0 in PVC/DOS and 9.6 in PVC-NPOE and this 

agreed with potentiometric titrations11; in nanospheres formed with a combination of 

DOS/F127 pluronics gel, they found a  stretched curve indicating a range of pKa values 

with an average effective value of 9.2.12 Our effective pKa of 6 and range of ~5-7 has some 
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advantages for looking at low pH, or for looking at cations in neutral or physiological pH 

after adding ionophores.  

 

Table 5.1: The composition for the Chromoionophore III films  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chemical substance Amount 

Chromoionophore III 3 mg 

PVC (Poly vinyl Chloride)   ̴31.9 mg 

DOS (Bis(2 ethyl hexyl) sebacate)   ̴65.2 mg 

THF (Tetra Hydro Furan) 1.5 ml 

 

Figure 5.4: Photos of chromoionophore mixture and drop coated on filter paper. A) Red 

colored sensor in acidic solution. B) Blue colored sensor in basic solution.   
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Importantly, our design with filter paper was a highly flexible and robust substrate 

which showed negligible leaching in solution, and rapid response (within 10-15min). These 

are useful features for XELCI and may also have applications in simple paper-based 

sensors. But Chromoionophore dye would be a better approach for monitoring pH and 

other analytes once the pKa could be altered. It will also allow us to dip coat thinner pH 

sensitive films.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.5: The extinction spectra and pH curves. A) The extinction spectra for 

Chromoionophore film coated filter paper in different pHs. B) The pH response curve and least 

squares fit to simulated protonated and deprotonated indicator dye concentration assuming two 

state system (acid and base) with species distributed according to Henderson-Hasselbalch 

equation. 
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5.2 X-ray interrogated implantable biomechanical sensor for monitoring fracture 

healing 

  Because of orthopedic implant associated infections, fractured bones will not heal 

normally resulting in construct fatigue and failure eventually. Moreover, there are several 

other reasons contributing to slow healing or no healing including early weight bearing. In 

Chapter 4, we introduced a hydromechanical sensor to measure fracture healing read via 

plain radiography (X-VISUAL sensor) and inform the patient of any adjunctive therapies 

are needed or if it’s safe to bear weight.  

The X-VISUAL fluidic sensor can be introduced as a promising way of monitoring 

the stiffness of fractured healing bone. It can be read by plain radiography compared to 

other wireless radiotelemetry during periodic visits to medical facility where 

loaded/unloaded radiographs are acquired. But there can be several modifications that can 

be done before it can be applied clinically. The major problem will be the dimensions of 

the sensor. The current design of the sensor adds more than 5 mm of height above the 

orthopedic plate, which will be uncomfortable for the patient. In future studies, the fluidic 

sensor and the mechanical lever should be miniaturized. At least, the thickness could be 

reduced by half to add only 2.5 mm over the implant plate. Alternatively, the sensor can 

also be designed to attach from the side of the plate. Moreover, the sensor can be tested on 

other types of orthopedic plates. It might require site-specific optimization of the sensor 

size, shape and gain.  
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 All in all, this dissertation mainly discusses X-ray interrogated biochemical sensor 

and a biomechanical sensor for monitoring implant associated infections and stiffness 

during fracture healing. The fluidic sensor demonstrated stiffness dependent amplified 

signal (fluid levels) while experimenting with cyclic loading on fractured tibia mimic and 

human cadaveric models. The miniaturized sensor allowed us to monitor the fracture 

healing process non-invasively via plain radiography. With the biochemical sensor, we 

were able to successfully image/map pH variations associated with implant infection in the 

pre-pilot rabbit study. The modified XELCI imaging system allowed detection of the pH 

dependent luminescent signal through both bone and tissue for the first time. Thus, we 

demonstrated new types and uses of X-ray based imaging to elucidate biochemical and 

biomechanical processes during fracture healing and infection.  
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Appendix A 
 

Matlab code for XELCI data analysis 
 

function [I6t,I7t,R,Pixeldwelltime, I6, I7] = motimit2(allmotorpositions,rawintensity1, 

rawintensity2, stepsize,alltimings,bg6,bg7,thr6,thr7) 

%This script ...  still to do: get histogram of I6 and I7 and pick 

%bg&threhold based on low end of histogram. 

%A check of whether the script is working properly is to compare 

%sum(rawI1) to sum(I7) for each row, if the signal is allocated properly, 

%the sums should be identical (except for signal collected after motor moves to end). 

  

rawintensity2=rawintensity2-rawintensity1;  %I6 = Itotal - I7. Previous code had I6 and 

I7 acquired separately. 

  

if nargin<4, 

    stepsize=0.5; 

end; 

[Max, Ind]= max(allmotorpositions'); %Max(k) is the maximum value of row k; Ind(k) is 

the column this maximum value is found. 

Cols=ceil(Max(1)/stepsize); %number of columns (pixels) in each row = max motor 

position/stepsize. Assuming min motorposition = 0. 

Rows=size(Max,2); %number of rows (pixels) in the final image 

I6=zeros([Rows Cols]); %Initialize image at 600nm 

I7=zeros([Rows Cols]); %Initialize image at 700nm 

Pixeldwelltime=zeros([Rows Cols]); %Initialize dwell time array 

  

for k=1:Rows, % 

    j=1; 

    for i=1:Ind(k), 

        if rawintensity1(k,i)>1000000 || rawintensity2(k,i)>1000000 

            display('unexpectedly high signal rawintensity'); display(rawintensity1(k,i)); 

display(rawintensity2(k,i)); display([k i j]);  

            rawintensity1(k,i)=0; rawintensity2(k,i)=0; alltimings(k,i)=0; 

        end; 

        

        if allmotorpositions(k,i)<=j*stepsize, %motor position still within pixel, alot signal 

to that pixel 

            I7(k,j)=I7(k,j)+rawintensity1(k,i); 

            I6(k,j)=I6(k,j)+rawintensity2(k,i); 

            Pixeldwelltime(k,j)=Pixeldwelltime(k,j)+alltimings(k,i); 

        elseif allmotorpositions(k,i)>j*stepsize, %moved past the end of pixel 
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            if i==1,       %beginning of row 

                j=ceil(allmotorpositions(k,i)/stepsize); 

                I7(k,j)=rawintensity1(k,i); 

                I6(k,j)=rawintensity2(k,i); 

                Pixeldwelltime(k,j)=alltimings(k,i); 

  

                %display(I6(k,j)); 

                %display([k j i]); 

            else           %moved past end of pixel, not the beginning of row 

               dtrav=allmotorpositions(k,i)-allmotorpositions(k,i-1); 

               if allmotorpositions(k,i)<=(j+1)*stepsize,   %moved past the end of first pixel 

but not past end of second: alot signal to the first and second pixel in proportion to 

distance travelled 

                    I7(k,j)=I7(k,j)+rawintensity1(k,i)*(j*stepsize-allmotorpositions(k,i-1))/dtrav; 

                    I7(k,j+1)=rawintensity1(k,i)*(allmotorpositions(k,i)-j*stepsize)/dtrav; 

                    I6(k,j)=I6(k,j)+rawintensity2(k,i)*(j*stepsize-allmotorpositions(k,i-1))/dtrav; 

                    I6(k,j+1)=rawintensity2(k,i)*(allmotorpositions(k,i)-j*stepsize)/dtrav; 

                    Pixeldwelltime(k,j)=Pixeldwelltime(k,j) + alltimings(k,i)*(j*stepsize-

allmotorpositions(k,i-1))/dtrav; 

                    Pixeldwelltime(k,j+1)=alltimings(k,i)*(allmotorpositions(k,i)-

j*stepsize)/dtrav; 

  

                    j=j+1; 

                

               else   %moved past the end of first and second pixel, i.e. alot signal to more than 

two pixels 

                    display('large distance travelled compared to pixel size... interpolating'); 

                    display([k i j]); 

                    

                    I7(k,j)=I7(k,j)+rawintensity1(k,i)*(j*stepsize-allmotorpositions(k,i-1))/dtrav;  

%alot signal to end of first pixel in proportion to distance travelled 

                    I6(k,j)=I6(k,j)+rawintensity2(k,i)*(j*stepsize-allmotorpositions(k,i-1))/dtrav; 

                    Pixeldwelltime(k,j)=Pixeldwelltime(k,j)+alltimings(k,i)*(j*stepsize-

allmotorpositions(k,i-1))/dtrav; 

                    dtravrem=allmotorpositions(k,i)-j*stepsize;  %distance travelled past end of 

pixel 

                    stepsleft=dtravrem/stepsize; %steps past end of first pixel 

                    I6rem=rawintensity2(k,i)*dtravrem/dtrav; %signal remaining to alot 

                    I7rem=rawintensity1(k,i)*dtravrem/dtrav; 

                    Pixeldwellrem=alltimings(k,i)*dtravrem/dtrav; 

                        for l=1:floor(stepsleft), 

                            I6(k,j+l)=I6rem/stepsleft; 

                            I7(k,j+l)=I7rem/stepsleft; 

                            Pixeldwelltime(k,j+l)=Pixeldwellrem/stepsleft; 
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                        end; 

                    j=j+l; 

                    I6remlastpx=I6rem*(stepsleft-floor(stepsleft))/stepsleft; %distance into the 

last pixel 

                    I7remlastpx=I7rem*(stepsleft-floor(stepsleft))/stepsleft; 

                    Pdwelllastpx=Pixeldwellrem*(stepsleft-floor(stepsleft))/stepsleft; 

                    I6(k,j+1)=I6remlastpx; 

                    I7(k,j+1)=I7remlastpx; 

                    Pixeldwelltime(k,j+1)=Pdwelllastpx; 

                    j=j+1; 

                end; %if allmotorpositions(k,i)>(j+1)*stepsize 

            end; %i=1 

        end; %if allmotorpositins <j*stepsize 

    end; %for i=1:Ind(k) 

end; %for k=1:Rows 

%I6=flipud(fliplr(I6)); %Invert rows and columns to match photo. We could also reverse 

in the save labview code, or rotate motors. 

%I7=flipud(fliplr(I7)); %Invert rows and columns to match photo. 

%Pixeldwelltime=flipud(fliplr(Pixeldwelltime)); 

I6=rot90(I6,3); %Rotate rows and columns 270 degrees (90 * 3) to match photo. We 

could also reverse in the save labview code, or rotate motors. 

I7=rot90(I7,3); %Rotate rows and columns to match photo. 

Pixeldwelltime=rot90(Pixeldwelltime,3); 

  

 I6t=I6./Pixeldwelltime*1000;  %counts/ms 

I6t(isnan(I6t))=0; 

I7t=I7./Pixeldwelltime*1000;    %counts/ms 

I7t(isnan(I7t))=0; 

  

figure; imagescp(I6t,0.01,0.99); colorbar; axis('equal', 'tight'); 

figure; imagescp(I7t,0.01,0.99); colorbar; axis('equal', 'tight'); 

if nargin<9, 

    if nargin == 6, Cp=bg6; 

    else 

        Cp=0.5 %cutoff percentile assume that intensities above this percentile are data, and 

below are background. 

    end; 

    s6=sort(I6t(:)); 

    s7=sort(I7t(:)); 

    bg6=s6(floor(size(s6,1)*Cp*.5)) 

    bg7=s7(floor(size(s7,1)*Cp*.5)) 

    thr6=s6(floor(size(s6,1)*Cp)) 

    thr7=s7(floor(size(s7,1)*Cp)) 

end; 
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R=Ratio(I6t,I7t, bg6, bg7, thr6, thr7); colorbar; axis('equal', 'tight'); 
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Appendix B 
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